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Abstract

The ISOLPHARM (ISOL technique for radioPHARMaceuticals) experiment is investigating a novel

technology aimed at producing high-purity β-emitter radionuclides for medical applications. The

leading objective of ISOLPHARM is to exploit these radioisotopes to develop radiopharmaceuticals

with high specific activity: the project currently focuses on the development of a pharmaceutical based

on 111Ag, a β/γ-emitter with potential theranostic use. Within this context, the Padova research group

is developing a new instrument to measure beta activity with high spatial resolution on planar cell

cultures using the ALPIDE chips, MAPS detectors developed for the ITS of the ALICE experiment at

CERN. The ALPIDE chips will be arranged in a compact flat geometry to create a detector that can

measure beta radioactivity in close contact both with traditional and three-dimensional cell cultures,

providing 2D activity images. This technology will have the potential to test the internalization of the

ISOLPHARM radiopharmaceutical prototype by cancer cell lines for future in-vitro experiments. The

performance and limits of the detector will be assessed through comprehensive system simulations

in Geant4, providing insights into the design of the final setup and potential applications of this

instrument.





Chapter 1

The ISOLPHARM Project

The ISOLPHARM (ISOL technique for radioPHARMaceuticals) project is a multidisciplinary research

initiative focused on the production of high-purity radionuclides for medical applications.

Commissioned by the Legnaro National Laboratories (LNL) of the Italian National Institute for Nu-

clear Physics (INFN), the project was launched in 2016 with the purpose of utilizing the II generation

ISOL (Isotope Separator On-Line) facility SPES (Selective Production of Exotic Species) at LNL to

obtain radionuclides for medical use, with a specific focus on 111Ag [1].

ISOLPHARM focuses on the production of both radioisotopes commonly used in nuclear medicine

and innovative radionuclides with potential medical applications, which are typically unobtainable

through conventional production facilities [2]. The ISOLPHARM method should guarantee reduced

costs and a lower environmental impact compared to the traditional techniques required for yielding

exotic radioisotopes exploited in nuclear medicine. The research carried out by ISOLPHARM ex-

tends beyond the optimization of the production mechanism. In the past years, the ISOLPHARM

collaboration has conducted interdisciplinary research activities with the intention of developing a ra-

diopharmaceutical prototype labeled with the 111Ag radioisotope. To achieve this ambitious purpose,

ISOLPHARM brings together professionals from many diverse fields, such as physics, engineering,

biology, and chemistry. The ISOLPHARM initiative is in fact a multisectoral collaboration among

many diverse institutions, including the INFN, the University of Padova (Department of Physics and

Astronomy, Department of Chemistry, and Department of Pharmaceutical and Pharmacological Sci-

ences), the University of Trento (Department of Industrial Engineering and BIOtech Research Center

[3]), the University of Siena (Department of Physics), the University of Brescia (Department of Me-

chanical and Industrial Engineering).

Starting from 2023, ISOLPHARM has entered a new phase of experimentation known as ADMIRAL

(Advanced Dosimetry Methods and In-vitro Radiobiology of 111Ag Labeled Radiopharmaceuticals).

ADMIRAL aims to establish the potential of the developed radiopharmaceutical in both diagnostic

and therapeutic contexts. The internalization of this prototype will be tested through a series of

in-vitro experiments, exploiting ad hoc imaging techniques and advanced dosimetry methods [4], [5].

SPES exotic beams for medici

Figure 1.1: ADMIRAL logo. From [5].
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2 Chapter 1. The ISOLPHARM Project

The ISOLPHARM method (whose patent is owned by the INFN) comprises two main stages, as shown

in Figure 1.2. The first stage (discussed in detail in Section 1.1) includes the ISOL production of

radionuclides, which are channeled in a Radioactive Ion Beam (RIB) with a high level of selectivity.

The second stage of radioPHARMaceuticals production (described in Section 1.2), involves the syn-

thesis of radiopharmaceuticals from the irradiated secondary target.

Figure 1.2: Overview of the complete ISOLPHARM production process, divided into its ISOL phase
(RIB production and selection) and its PHARM phase (radiopharmaceutical production and testing).
From [6].

1.1 ISOL production mechanism

The production of high-quality radioactive ion beams is a critical component of the ISOLPHARM

method and is achieved through the use of the SPES (Selective Production of Exotic Species) facility,

currently under construction at the Legnaro National Laboratories (LNL).

SPES is an advanced ISOL facility designed with the primary goal of producing intense exotic RIBs

[7], [8]. The production of the isotopes of interest relies on a fission reaction induced by a 40 MeV

accelerated proton beam (at currents up to 200 µA) hitting a uranium carbide (UCx) target, made of

7 distinct disks [9]. The uranium used in the production target will be 238U: the yielded nuclei will

be thus characterized by a nuclear charge between 28 and 57, the majority of them being neutron-

rich. In particular, the fission reaction can lead to the production of many radioisotopes successfully

used in nuclear medicine and radiotherapy, such as 89Sr, 90Y, 125/131I [10], [2] (Figure 1.3 shows all

the isotopes that can be produced at SPES). The induced fissions heat the production target to

temperatures exceeding 2000 °C, leading to the diffusion and effusion of the yielded radionuclides.

As a result, these nuclei evaporate from the target towards an ionizing source under high vacuum

conditions (10−6 mbar), acquiring a 1+ state charge. The ionization step allows the extraction and

the acceleration by means of a high voltage, turning the radioactive ions into a RIB [9], [6]. The

desired radioisotopic mass is then selected using an electromagnetic mass separator, which creates an

isobaric ultrapure beam and removes isotopic contaminants. The purified beam is finally collected

on an implantation substrate, which is subsequently processed to retrieve the radionuclide of interest

[10]. Any remaining isobaric contaminant can be removed through chemical separation.
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Chapter 1. The ISOLPHARM Project 3

Figure 1.3: SPES isotope production nuclide chart. From [11].

1.2 RadioPHARMaceutical production

The radiopharmaceutical production stage is another crucial element of the ISOLPHARM project.

ISOLPHARM aims to produce radiolabelled drugs to treat carcinomas by exploiting the high-purity

radionuclides obtained via the ISOL technique. These radiopharmaceuticals should be capable of

selectively targeting ill tissues and locally delivering a dose of radiation for diagnostic or therapeutic

purposes.

The goal of ISOLPHARM is to integrate the produced isotopes into carrier molecules to provide a

targeted biological effect in the tissue of interest. These molecules are characterized by a standard

structure, which can be divided into three main constituents [12], [13], as schematized in Figure 1.4:

• a chelator, a molecule that can stably bind with coordination covalent bounds and retain the

radioisotope in vivo;

• a targeting agent, a molecule that binds specifically to cancerous targets, linking with specific

receptors overexpressed in the target membrane;

• a linker, a molecule that joins the chelator carrying the radioactive nuclide to the targeting

molecule.

Figure 1.4: Schematic structure and targeting mechanism of a radiopharmaceutical molecule. From
[12].
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4 Chapter 1. The ISOLPHARM Project

To optimize the structure and composition of the proposed radiolabelled drug, these complex molecules

are still under investigation. Before their final commercialization, the radiopharmaceuticals are un-

dergoing in-vitro and ex-vivo experiments in order to inspect their targeting and localized damaging

action.

1.3 ISOLPHARM radioisotope production

The ISOL technique performed at the SPES facility has the potential to produce a wide variety of

radionuclides, summarized in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5: Radionuclides of medical interest that can be produced at SPES. From [12].

The fission reaction inside the UCx production target can yield different n-rich nuclei. Among these,

the ISOL method can produce many β-emitting radioisotopes with investigated medical applications,

such as 89Sr, 90Y, 125/131I [10], [2]. 89Sr has been employed in palliative treatments for osseous metas-

tases: being chemically similar to calcium, it can quickly sediment around metastatic deposits (where

usually active bone formation takes place) and damage the tumor site [14], [15]. 90Y plays an impor-

tant role in the treatment of hepatic metastases through brachytherapy [16]. 125I has been analyzed

for brachytherapy applications [17] and even employed for imaging purposes exploiting its low energy

γ emissions [18]. Similarly, 131I has been used for many years for SPECT imaging [19] as well as for

thyroid cancer treatment [20].

The innovation behind the ISOLPHARM production method lies in the ability to produce radionu-

clides that are already available on the market with excellent purity. The ISOL technique enables a

carrier-free production of radioisotopes, including those which are typically produced with a carrier-

added yield via traditional production methods (for instance, in the case of 89Sr produced through

neutron irradiation) [10].

The ISOLPHARM project did not solely focus on optimizing the production method for radionuclides

commonly used in medical physics. The research extended beyond conventional boundaries with a

thorough investigation of the production and medical application of 111Ag. The 111Ag radioisotope

has been minimally employed in medical physics due to the complexity of its production mechanism

(typically neutron capture of 110Pd followed by β-decay of the produced 111Pd [21]) and the associ-

ated costs. ISOL production represents a more economical and carrier-free alternative to traditional

techniques.
111Ag undergoes β decay to form 111Cd, with a half-life of 7.45 days and an average β- energy of 360

keV [22] (Figure 1.6 shows the energy spectrum of the emitted electrons). This energy makes 111Ag

suitable for the treatment of medium size tumors through Targeted Radioactive Therapy (TRT) [21],

[23]. The β decay produces 111Cd in an excited state approximately 8.1% of the time: cadmium

subsequently undergoes disexcitation via two potential γ emissions of Eγ = 245 keV and Eγ = 342

keV. These two radiations might potentially allow for SPECT imaging, hence hopefully leading to a

theranostic application of 111Ag.

4
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background

2.1 Electron-Matter Interactions

In order to fully understand the principle of operation of radiation detectors, a deep knowledge of

the radiation interactions with matter is required. The interaction processes are influenced by the

type and energy of the incoming radiation. Therefore, the detecting mechanism and media used for a

specific application must be chosen carefully based on particle type and energy.

When charged particles such as electrons pass through a material, they interact with the atoms in the

material and lose energy in the process. The average energy loss per unit path length (S = −dE/dx)

is known as stopping power and it can be divided into different main components corresponding to

specific interaction mechanisms.

Electronic stopping power arises from the electromagnetic interaction between the incident charged

particle and the electrons in the medium. As the incident particle travels through the material, it

ionizes the atoms in its path, liberating electrons from their orbits and generating excited states.

These excited states can then relax through the emission of photons or electrons (δ rays), eventually

resulting in the generation of additional ionization. This energy loss mechanism is similar for both

electrons and other massive charged particles, but there is a difference in the degree of deflection of

their trajectories. Electrons undergo significant deflection due to their light mass, while the heavier

particles are only slightly deflected.

The electron’s electronic stopping power is described by the Rohrlich and Carlson formula [26], [27]:

−
(

dE

dx

)−

e

= Se =
2πne4

m(βc)2

[
2 ln

(
mc2

√
γ − 1γβ√
2I

)
+ F (γ)− − δ(βγ)

]
,

where m is the electron mass at rest, n is the medium number of electrons per cm3 (dependent on

the atomic number Z of the absorber), I is the mean excitation energy of the atoms of the material,

γ and β are the relativistic coefficients of the incoming electron. The δ term takes into account the

density effect: as the range of the collision is extending, the atoms close to the path of the particle

will produce polarization, which results in a screening effect that reduces the electric field strength

acting on electrons at large distances. F (γ)− is an electron-specific term (a similar one, F (γ)+, is

added when dealing with positrons) which is computed as [26], [27]:

F (γ)− = 1 − β2 + ln(2)
(2γ − 1)

γ
+

(γ − 1)2

8γ2
.

Nuclear stopping power (Snucl) arises from the interaction between the incident particle and the nuclei

of the atoms in the medium. This interaction is typically much weaker than the electronic interaction
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2.2 Electrons in Radiotherapy

Electron beams have been used in radiation therapy for several decades, particularly in the treatment

of superficial tumors located within a few centimeters of the skin surface [31]. Electron-beam therapy

is advantageous because it deposits a (reasonably) uniform dose in a relatively shallow depth, after

which the dose falls off rapidly, eventually to a near-zero value. This characteristic depth-dose curve

(Figure 2.2) makes electrons suitable for treating superficial tumors, up to approximately 6 cm from

the surface for 20 MeV beams, while sparing underlying healthy tissues. The depth of treatment can

be controlled by selecting the appropriate beam energy.

Figure 2.2: Variation of electron depth-dose curves with beam energy for (from left to right) 4, 6, 8,
10, 12, 15, and 18 MeV beams. From [32].

In addition to external beam therapy, electrons are also used in Targeted Radiation Therapy (TRT) for

cancer treatment. Targeted Radiation Therapy (also known as Radiopharmaceutical Therapy, RPT)

emerged in the last years as a potential approach to treating various types of tumors with minimal

damage to adjacent healthy tissues [33]. TRT involves the use of radiopharmaceuticals, which are

compounds that combine a radioactive isotope with a targeting molecule that selectively binds to

cancer cells. When administered to a patient, these drugs are transported to the tumor site, where

they bind to a specific receptor overexpressed by a tumor due to the mediation of a targeting agent.

Once deposited, the radioactive decay of the radioisotope inside the radiopharmaceutical generates

damaging radiation that can harm the cancer cells from within.

The radionuclides utilized in therapy and theranostics can be classified based on the type of primary

emission produced during their decay, namely, α, β, and Auger emitters. The emitted particles exhibit

specific ranges and linear energy transfer (LET) values, leading to different types of destructive actions

on the carcinoma.

Figure 2.3: Illustration depicting the various types of internalized radiopharmaceuticals, including α-,
β-, and Auger emitters, and their corresponding destructive effects on cancerous cells. From [11].
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understanding of the localization and behavior of the analyzed drug. In the context of ISOLPHARM,

testing the expected prototype drug deposition is a fundamental step in the development of a complete

radiopharmaceutical and represents one of the primary objectives of the project.

In order to efficiently deal with a digital imaging system, full knowledge of the principles behind image

digitization and tools used to assess image quality is required.

2.3.1 Digital imaging

Medical and biological imaging applications often require the visualization of physical quantities such

as radiation or molecular interactions in tissues and cells. To achieve this, researchers rely on digital

images, which are created by converting continuous analog signals from sensors or detectors into

discrete digital signals using a process of sampling and quantization. Greyscale images, in particular,

are widely used in medical imaging to represent the magnitude of a physical quantity at each point in

a two-dimensional space.

A greyscale image can be described as a function of two dimensions f(x, y), where x and y are spatial

coordinates and the value of f at any point (x, y) represents the intensity (gray level) of the image in

that point. A digital image involves finite values both for the coordinates (x, y) and for the intensity

level (f). The physical meaning of the scalar quantity f at a given (x, y) is determined by the source

of the image. To create a digital image, the continuous image is sampled into a discrete image with

M rows and N columns; in this case, x and y are integer values ranging from 0 to M − 1 and 0 to

N − 1, respectively. The intensity f is discretized in a defined number of levels L that represents a

power of 2, i.e. L = 2k (where k is an integer). The discrete levels are equally spaced and they are

integers in the range [0, L− 1]. The process of discretization of the coordinate values (x, y) is defined

as sampling while the digitization of the input signal amplitude values (f) into intensity values is

defined as quantization. When a sensing array is used for image acquisition, the number of pixels in

the detector array determines the limits of sampling in both directions [38].

There are three ways to represent the digital image (schematized in Figure 2.5) and the numerical

array is the one used for computer processing. The numerical array is a matrix composed of the

numerical values of f(x, y) (∈ [0, L− 1]) for each discrete coordinate (x, y) and can be represented as

a M×N array.

Figure 2.5: Different digital image representations (as a surface, as a visual intensity array, as a 2-D
numerical array). From [38].

2.3.2 Spatial resolution

The resolution is the capability of an imaging system to distinguish two neighboring structures as

separated, resolving fine details of the object being studied [39]. The spatial resolution specifically

refers to the resolution of the imaging system in the spatial domain, i.e. the resolution in the x and

11
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y dimensions of the image. Spatial resolution can be measured in different ways depending on the

application of the imaging system (whether a detector or a complete system). A common approach

used to analyze this quantity is the characterization of the system’s representation of an object with

known geometry. Two examples of this approach are the point spread function (PSF) and the line

spread function (LSF). The PSF is a mathematical function that describes how an imaging system

blurs a point source of light, describing the distribution of light around the spot and how it varies

with position in the image. Similarly, the LSF describes the response of an imaging system to a thin

and long line object.

A normally employed and simplified method for estimating the system’s resolution using these func-

tions involves analyzing specific quantities that characterize the PSF and LSF behavior. The full

width half maximum (FWHM) and the full width at tenth maximum (FWTM) are two parameters

widely used to represent the resolution of an imaging system, describing in one parameter the width

of the profile. The FWHM is a measure of the width of a peak or pulse function at half its maximum

amplitude, computed as the distance between the two points where the signal reaches half of its max-

imum amplitude. The relation for a normal distribution between the FWHM and standard deviation

σ is [40]

FWHM = 2
√

2 ln 2σ.

The FWTM is similarly defined as the width of the function at 1/10 its maximum amplitude. Figure

2.6 graphically represents each of these quantities for a Gaussian distribution.

Figure 2.6: Graphical representation of the FWHM and FWTM for a normal distribution.

To evaluate the spatial resolution of an imaging system, the FWHM (or the FWTM) of the produced

point spread function is considered as a direct measure of resolution. Nevertheless, these two parame-

ters do not provide any information about a possible asymmetry in the response, so that LSFs or PSFs

can have different shapes and still present the same FWHM. The FWHM is thus a rapid resolution

measure, ideal to analyze how a point-like source is imaged by the system but does not provide a full

understanding of the system’s capabilities [40].

There are also definitions of spatial resolution that are based on the separability between two ob-

jects. The Rayleigh resolution criterion provides a definition for evaluating if two point-like objects

are resolved [41]. The criterion states that two point sources of light can only be distinguished if the

peak of one point spread function falls on the first intensity minimum of the other PSF, as illustrated

in Figure 2.7. A rigorous application of this criterion would require the two point-like sources to be

monochromatic and of equal intensity, although in different experimental applications these conditions

may not be met: the Rayleigh criterion can anyway serve as a general tool to determine whether the

imaging system is capable of resolving a specified separation distance.

12



Chapter 2. Theoretical background 13

Figure 2.7: Overlap of 2D point-like spread functions: comparison between resolved, unresolved and
Rayleigh limit images. From [42].

At the Rayleigh limit, it can be proved that the sum function of the two point spread functions has a

defined ratio between the intensity at the mid-point (Imid) to that at the maximum (Imax), equal to

[41]
Imid

Imax
=

8

π2
.

2.3.3 Contrast

Contrast resolution measures the capability of an imaging system to distinguish an object from its

surrounding area or background [43]. It is evaluated based on the difference in intensity between the

object and the surrounding area, so that contrast depends on the number of intensity levels that an

observer can perceive for a given display [41]. A low-contrast image can make it difficult to distinguish

objects from their surroundings, reducing the ability to detect them clearly (as shown in Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8: Catphan® 600 phantom used to compare different contrast coefficients in CT image. The
figure illustrates different objects with specific contrast (1%, 0.5%, and 0.3%) with respect to the
background. From [44].

13



14 Chapter 2. Theoretical background

The contrast between an object in a region A and its surrounding background B can be defined as

[43]:
IA − IB
IA + IB

,

where IA and IB represent respectively the intensity of region A and B.

2.4 β-imaging for cell cultures

Radionuclide imaging refers to the process of producing an image that displays the distribution of

radionuclides in biological samples, up to the single-cell level. These imaging techniques offer the

possibility to visualize and investigate metabolic processes within live and intact cells, such as normal

cell developmental processes and abnormal behaviors [45]. Radionuclide imaging also represents a fun-

damental tool for the visualization of the deposition of radiopharmaceuticals in cell cultures, allowing

for experimental assessment of their selectivity and localization.

β-imaging is a technique that specifically aims to visualize the distribution of a β-emitting radiotracers

internalized by biological samples by detecting the electrons released in the decay of the radioisotope.

Due to the limited penetration depth of electrons, β-imaging is only suitable for applications that

involve cell cultures or thin sections of tissues (a few hundred of µm), while other techniques should

be utilized for thicker samples [46].

The requirement for a thin sample is also necessary to avoid the deterioration of the intensity and spa-

tial information in the outcome image. As radiotracers are positioned deeper within the sample, the

electrons emitted in the β decay lose more energy and scatter more frequently in the sample medium.

As a consequence, the radioactivity measured at the surface diminishes while the cross-section of the

emission volume increases, as depicted in Figure 2.9. This depth-dependent behavior has a direct

impact on the resolution of the imaged radiotracer: the farther the source is from the imaging system,

the less intense and wider its representation becomes.

Imaging system

Emitter

β
β

In
te

ns
ity

Figure 2.9: Two point beta sources placed in a sample volume. The released electrons scatter and
propagate inside the volume. Two identical sources give different surface radioactivity depending on
the distance between their location and the detector (left). As a consequence, the most distant source
from the imaging system produces a broader and less intense signal (right).

There are two main approaches for β-imaging: direct and indirect. Direct β-imaging is explained in

Section 2.5: in this method, the electrons emitted from the radiotracer are directly detected by a

sensor placed in close proximity to the sample. Indirect imaging techniques, on the other hand, uses

scintillators to convert the emitted beta particles into photons, which are then detected by a camera

or other imaging devices; this approach is described in Section 2.6.
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2.5 Direct β-imaging

Direct β-imaging comprises two distinct approaches: autoradiography, which relies on the use of

photographic nuclear emulsions to record the beta particles emitted by the radiotracers, and the use

of external detectors, which employs specialized devices to detect the released radiation (typically,

gaseous detectors). Section 2.5.1 deepens the autoradiography technique, while the application of

radiation detectors to β-imaging in cell cultures is described in Section 2.5.2.

2.5.1 Autoradiography

Autoradiography was the first β-imaging technique to be developed and today still represents a widely

utilized option for radionuclide imaging. Autoradiography has often been employed to qualitatively

visualize the cellular and subcellular distribution of radiolabeled compounds in biological tissues or

cell cultures: the application of this method for cellular-level imaging is specifically referred to as

microautoradiography.

Autoradiography detects the electrons emitted by the internalized radionuclides exposing a photo-

graphic emulsion or film that is placed in close proximity to the sample. This technique provides a

high-resolution visualization of the spatial distribution of radiotracers, making it a valuable tool for

various applications in biological research [46]. Figure 2.10 illustrates an example of a microautora-

diography application.

Figure 2.10: Example microautoradiography 14C-azidothymidine in rat brain choroid plexus after an
intravenous administration. The location of the drug-derived radioactivity is made apparent by the
black specks that appear over the section. From [47].

Radionuclides that emit low-energy beta particles without accompanying gamma or X-ray radiation

are traditionally preferred for autoradiography. Lower-energy isotopes emit electrons that have a short

range (few µm), producing a highly localized signal that improves the resolution of the image. On the

other hand, high-energy β-emitters can penetrate deeper into the tissue, allowing for thicker samples

but resulting in a broader signal. The most employed β-emitters consist of isotopes of elements

commonly found in biological tissues, such as 3H, 14C, 35S [46].

Autoradiography can be performed using two types of emulsion: silver-based and phosphor-based.

The choice of which one to use depends on the specific application and experimental design.

Silver-based emulsions offer potential high spatial resolution but require long exposure times and

complete darkness to avoid exposure to light. These photographic emulsions consist of silver halide

crystals (usually silver bromide or silver chloride) suspended in a gelatin matrix. When the emulsion

is placed in contact with the radioactive sample, the beta particles penetrate the emulsion and interact
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with the silver halide, causing its ionization. The ionization leads to the reduction of the silver ions to

metallic silver atoms, which can aggregate and form dark clusters within the emulsion, as illustrated

in Figure 2.11. After exposure, the emulsion is developed using a series of chemical baths, which fix

the metallic silver clusters in place and remove the unexposed silver halide crystals. The silver clusters

will appear as dark spots on a light background, corresponding to the areas of the sample that have

accumulated the radiotracer.

Figure 2.11: Schematic representation of a silver-based emulsion layer. The gelatin matrix contains
dispersed silver bromide crystals (left). During the photographic development process, silver grains
align along the path of the charged particle (right). At the bottom is an example of an optical
microscopic photograph captured using the emulsion. From [48].

Autoradioluminography is a technique that exploits the properties of phosphor screens to perform

autoradiography. Phosphor screens consist of a thin layer of phosphor crystals deposited on a support,

typically made of aluminum or plastic. When a beta particle penetrates the phosphor layer, it interacts

with the atoms in the crystal lattice, causing the excitation of the atomic electrons. These electrons

might be trapped in metastable energy levels present within the crystal lattice, where they remain

until they are stimulated to return to their ground state. After the exposure to the radioactive sample,

the phosphor screen is scanned by a laser beam that stimulates the trapped electrons to return to

their ground state, de-exciting through the emission of photons. The emitted light is proportional to

the number of trapped electrons. A photomultiplier tube or a CCD camera can detect the light and

converts it into an electrical signal, which is processed to generate an image [49]. The whole process

is summarized in Figure 2.12. Compared to silver-based emulsions, autoradioluminography can be

reused multiple times and can produce digitized images.

Figure 2.12: Schematized application of a phosphor screen: the phosphor is exposed to the radiolabeled
sample, exciting the atomic electrons in the crystal (left); the screen is scanned with a laser beam,
leading to the emission of optical photons that can be detected by a camera (center); the captured
light can be digitized and produce an image (right).
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2.5.2 Gaseous detectors for β-imaging

Gaseous detectors have been extensively used for radiation detection, as they are one of the earliest

and most traditional types of particle detectors. In direct β-imaging, gaseous detectors have been

employed to achieve good spatial resolution and fast response times.

Parallel plate avalanche counters (PPACs) are widely used in autoradiography. PPACs are gaseous

detectors mainly employed in particle tracking and time-of-flight measurements. The basic design of

a PPAC consists of two parallel electrodes with an intense electric field applied between the two. The

incident radiation can ionize the gas present inside the chamber volume, releasing atomic electrons in

the medium. The secondary electrons are accelerated under the electric field until they ionize the gas

themselves, creating an avalanche effect [50]. Parallel plate avalanche counters are generally designed

to achieve bidimensional position information: the PPAC electrodes are segmented into orthogonal

narrow stripes, so that the particle crossing position is inferred from the ratio of the pulse-height

amplitudes measured at each end of each strip (after being amplified and shaped) [51]. In some cases,

the PPAC design can feature a central electrode and two additional electrodes which are responsible

for the X and Y measurement. Only these two electrodes are divided into stripes, which may be

oriented at an angle relative to each other. Each strip acquires part of the induced charge so that the

centroid of the charge distribution can indicate the crossing position, similar to the standard PPAC

design [52]. Figure 2.13 schematizes this design.

Figure 2.13: PPAC operational principle. Inspired from [52].

One of the most used instruments that apply the gaseous detectors to autoradiography is the Be-

taIMAGER tRACER™ (produced by Biospace Lab2). The BetaIMAGER tRACER is a digital au-

toradiography system based on a parallel plate avalanche counter that provides real-time imaging of

low-energy β-emitting (and eventually α-emitting) isotopes with high resolution (50 µm). Its design

is derived from experiments conducted at the CERN laboratory: to simplify the electronic system,

the gas mixture in the PPAC is combined with a vapor of triethylamine (TEA) [53]. This vapor is

electroluminescent in the UV spectrum, causing the scintillation of the avalanche as it develops. As a

result, a small UV light spot is created by each beta particle, which can be captured by an intensified

CCD camera. The video signal is then digitized and it is possible to calculate the center of gravity of

each spot to determine by approximation the emitting point [46]. Figure 2.14 shows a sample image

obtained with this instrument.

2https://biospacelab.com/
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Figure 2.14: Kidney section (20 µm thick) of a rabbit injected with a renal tracer, 99mTc-DMSA.
The distribution of radioactivity was obtained with BetaIMAGER tRACER. From [54].

More recent advances in gaseous detectors have led to the development of micromesh-based detectors.

Micropattern gas detectors (MPGDs) are widely adopted in high-energy particle experiments and

are recently being applied to imaging applications. MPGDs can provide thinner structures (typical

distances of 0.1 mm between the electrodes) and higher electric fields (up to 30 kV/cm) compared to

traditional PPAC detectors. The increased electric field in MPGDs leads to a higher amplification gain

per unit distance compared to PPACs. As a result, micropattern gas detectors can achieve equivalent

amplification factors in thinner geometries [46].

There exists a wide variety of micropattern gas detectors with different designs and configurations.

MPGDs mainly consist of two parallel electrodes filled with a gas-quencher mixture. This volume

includes a set of micro-patterned structures, which can be made up of micro-strips, micro-holes or

micro-meshes structures. Microstrip gas chambers exploit a principle analog to wire chamber, using

extremely fine printed strips (100 µm) instead of wires. Micromegas similarly exploit micro-meshes

to produce electron avalanches. Micro-holes base MPGDs (also called gas electron multiplier, GEM)

consists of a single foil featuring a regular pattern of closely spaced holes: when a voltage is applied

between the top and bottom electrodes of the GEM, the created dipole field is strong enough inside

the holes to allow for gas amplification [55], [56]. Figure 2.15 illustrates the operational principle of a

Micromega detector.

Figure 2.15: Micromega detector operational principle. From [57].

A recently developed device that utilizes MGPD technology for alpha and beta particle imaging is
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the BeaQuant™ (produced by AI4R company3). This instrument provides high resolution and the

possibility for fast measurements.

2.6 Indirect β-imaging

2.6.1 Radioluminescence Microscopy

Radioluminescence microscopy (RLM) is an indirect β-imaging technique. This approach provides the

capability to visualize the uptake of molecules at the single-cell level by incorporating β- or α-emitting

radionuclides.

RLM utilizes a scintillating crystal placed in close proximity to the sample to convert the energy

of the ionizing radiation from radioactive β-decay into optical photons. Depending on the specific

application, the scintillator can be placed in different positions. A common approach is to grow the

cells in an imaging dish, laying the crystal on top of the cells. Alternatively, the cell culture can be

grown directly on the scintillator plate itself to enhance the adhesion to the biological sample and

thus the imaging performance. The visible-range light produced by the scintillation can be detected

using a fluorescence microscope, focusing its objective on the edge of the scintillator plate and as close

to the cells as possible [58]. The performance of radioluminescence microscopy relies on the crystal

employed: a common choice is cadmium tungstate (CdWO4), which provides high stopping power due

to its dense material and optimal light yield [59].

Figure 2.16: Radioluminescence microscopy. From [58].

RLM can outcome an image integrating the total scintillation light produced during a long exposure

(∼ 100 s). With the integration approach, the individual scintillation flashes overlap, providing a

semi-quantitative measurement that can anyway allow for a rapid assessment of the radioactivity

distribution. To obtain better resolution and a fully quantitative image, it is possible to singularly

acquire multiple frames of the singular scintillation flashes (each one corresponding to a single β-decay).

The frames can be thus processed by exploiting an ad hoc algorithm capable of localizing where the

radioactive decay took place based on the position and shape of the corresponding scintillation flash.

This technique is known as Optical Reconstruction of the Beta Ionization Track (ORBIT) [60].

Compared to other autoradiography methods, RLM has smaller dynamic range and lower sensitivity

but can offer spatial resolution a up to 50 µm [60]. The radioluminescence microscopy technique has

been utilized over the last years to image metabolism, proliferation and drug binding in individual cells

(commonly in cancerous cells). Figure 2.17 shows a sample image of a radiopharmaceutical ([18F]FDG,

3https://www.ai4r.com/
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commonly used in PET exams) distribution in a cell culture, obtained using RLM.

Figure 2.17: A reconstructed sample radioluminescence image (top left) and (top right) the same
image overlaid onto brightfield image showing co-localization of [18F]FDG uptake to individual MDA-
MB-231 cells. From [45].
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Chapter 3

Experimental setup and methodology

3.1 The ISOLPHARM detector for β-imaging

Within the ISOLPHARM collaboration, the Padova group is developing a novel cost-effective instru-

ment to detect beta activity on different types of cell cultures with high spatial resolution. The

implementation of this device will exploit a set of ALPIDE chips, Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors

(MAPS) designed for the inner tracking system of the ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment)

detector at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), at CERN Laboratories [61]. The beta detector will be

made up of four or more ALPIDE devices arranged in a compact planar geometry, to suitably adhere

to the cell culture surface and provide 2-dimensional activity images. The detailed structure and

design of the beta detector will be further discussed in Chapter 4, which focuses on the description of

the simulated system.

In order to understand the design and operation of the described beta detector, the following section

will provide a comprehensive description of MAPS detectors and their underlying detection mecha-

nism. Following this brief introduction, a detailed characterization of the ALPIDE chip and its key

components will be presented in Section 3.1.2.

3.1.1 MAPS detectors

In the 1980s, silicon semiconductor systems and read-out electronics based on CMOS technology

revolutionized the implementation of vertexing and tracking detection in high-energy physics exper-

iments, fulfilling essential requirements in terms of granularity, material thickness, read-out speed,

power consumption, and radiation hardness. Nowadays, silicon pixel sensors are widely used in this

field, although they often require an interface between the sensor and the read-out electronics, as in

the case of the majority of innermost layers of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments [62]. To

construct detection systems with higher granularity and less material thickness, it was necessary to

introduce a novel technology, that could integrate both sensor and read-out electronics into a single

detection device. This demand was met by Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS).

Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors are a type of silicon particle detector that has gained significant at-

tention in the field of particle physics in recent years. Their high spatial resolution, efficiency, low

power consumption, and low cost have made them a widely adopted choice for particle tracking in

high-energy physics experiments. However, the advantages of MAPS extend beyond just high-energy

physics and they have the potential to be utilized in a wide range of applications. The ability to

precisely measure the location and intensity of incident radiation makes MAPS appealing in imaging

applications [63], [64].

One of the main advantages of MAPS is their high spatial resolution, which can reach up to tens of
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micrometers [61]. Because each sensor is composed of an array of small pixels (for the ALPIDE, with

dimensions as small as ≈ 30 µm [61]), these devices can provide extremely fine-grained measurements

of the position of charged particles passing through the detector, making them particularly well-suited

for precise position measurements. MAPS are also highly efficient and have a very low power consump-

tion. Finally, because MAPS are made using standard semiconductor fabrication techniques, they can

be produced at a relatively low cost compared to other types of detectors. The main constraints of

MAPS are generally the limited radiation tolerance and moderate read-out time, due to its charge

collection mechanism.

A MAPS detector integrates all the necessary electronics for signal amplification and readout, making

it a highly compact sensor. Figure 3.1 displays a cross-sectional view of the ALPIDE chip, which ef-

fectively illustrates the typical structure of a MAPS detector divided into its three main components.

The substrate layer is a highly doped layer that provides support and mechanical stability to the

detector. The epitaxial layer is a thin, lightly doped p- layer grown on top of the substrate layer using

the epitaxy process. Highly-doped n-wells are implanted on the upper surface of the device and create

small, confined depleted regions around themselves (the white regions in Figure 3.1). The purpose

of the n-wells is to collect the charges generated by ionizing particles. Specifically, only the electron-

hole pairs produced within the epitaxial layer contribute to the signals detected by the implanted

n-wells, while those generated in the substrate layer are not collected. The yielded charge is collected

by diffusion within the epitaxial volume and later by drift within the depleted region. The diffusion

process significantly slows down the collection mechanism, resulting in an increased recombination

probability inside the crystal and a consequent loss of the signal charge. This collection mechanism

exhibits limited radiation tolerance and leads to a slow signal [65]. To enhance the spatial resolution

of the MAPS, the depletion region is segmented into multiple wells, each corresponding to a pixel in

the sensor array.

The generated signal is directly processed by the readout electronics, which are located on the same

silicon substrate in the case of a monolithic design. The NMOS transistors are placed in a deep p-well

in order to shield the source, drain junctions from the epitaxial layer, and prevent competition between

the n-wells hosting transistors and the collection electrode n-wells.

Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of a MAPS pixel in the TowerJazz 0.18 µm imaging CMOS (used
for ALPIDE) cross section and detection mechanism. From [62].

3.1.2 The ALPIDE chip

ALPIDE is a monolithic active pixel sensor designed to meet the requirements of the Inner Tracking

System (ITS) of the ALICE experiment at CERN [61]. The pixel chip was developed by a collab-
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oration formed by CCNU (China), CERN, INFN (Italy), and Yonsei (South Korea). The design

and development of ALPIDE were carried out during the ALICE Long Shutdown 2 (LS2), with the

primary objective of upgrading the detector’s ITS (whose layout is depicted in Figure 3.2(a)). The

upgrade aimed to enhance the detector capabilities in terms of read-out rate, radiation load, and

limits on power consumption: the advancements in CMOS technology allowed these requirements to

be met with the design of the ALPIDE MAPS. The compact size and low power consumption of the

sensor ensured its integration into the ITS system. The high spatial resolution and fast read-out rate

of the device were studied to capture particle collisions in real time. The radiation hardness of the

ALPIDE was specifically tailored to withstand the high levels of radiation fluence that are present

inside ALICE. Table 3.1 shows the requirements that had to be met in the realization of the ALPIDE

detector [62].

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: (a) Layout of the ALICE Inner Tracking System upgrade. From [62]. (b) ALICE Inner
Tracking Device Outer barrel. From [66].

Parameter IB OB

Sensor thickness (µm) 50 50
Spatial resolution (µm) 5 10
Dimensions (rθ × z) (mm2) 15 × 30 15 × 30
Power density (mW/cm2) 300 100
Time resolution (µs) 30 30
Detection efficiency (%) 99 99
Fake hit rate (per pixel) 10−5 10−5

TID radiation hardness (krad) 700 10
NIEL radiation hardness (MeV neq/cm2) 1013 3 × 1010

Table 3.1: Sensor requirements for the ALICE ITS Upgrade for Inner Barrel (IB) and Outer Barrel
(OB) [62]. TID = Total Ionizing Dose. NIEL = Non-Ionizing Energy Loss. TID and NIEL include a
safety factor of 10.

The ALPIDE chip is 1.5 cm × 3 cm × 50 µm in size and features 512 × 1024 pixels (of size 28 µm × 28

µm) that are read out in a binary hit/no-hit fashion. Analog biasing, control, readout, and interfacing

functionalities are implemented in a peripheral region of 1.2 mm × 30 mm (showed in Figure 3.3(b)).
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: (a) ALPIDE chip. From [67]. (b) The architecture of the ALPIDE floorplan. From [68].

The ALPIDE is implemented using the TowerJazz 180 nm CMOS technology for Imaging Sensors.

This technology allows the production of sensors with extremely small structure sizes, as well as the

fabrication of deep p-wells necessary to integrate the electronics for the first steps of signal manip-

ulation. As explained in Section 3.1.1, the introduction of deep p-wells enables the read-out PMOS

transistors to be fabricated directly onto the p-type epitaxial layer: those wells can in fact shield the

n-wells hosting the transistors to prevent a loss in the charge collection. The dimensions of the final

structure are illustrated in Figure 3.4(a). The substrate layer has a thickness of 14 µm, the total

epitaxial layer measures 25 µm and the superficial electronics introduces a 11 µm thickness. Fig-

ure 3.4(b) presents a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the cross-section of the ALPIDE

CMOS wafer.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: (a) Cross section illustration of the ALPIDE. From [69]. (b) SEM cross-sectional image
of ALPIDE chip. The epitaxial layer thickness is shown in white. From [70].

The ALPIDE sensor is segmented into 524,288 unit pixels. The individual pixel contains different

parts: a sensing diode, a front-end amplifying and shaping stage, a discriminator, and a digital sec-

tion. The digital section includes three hit storage registers (Multi Event Buffer), a pixel masking

register, and pulsing logic. These components are shown in Figure 3.5.

The front-end and discriminator are always active and provide a non-linear response due to the tran-

sistors being biased in weak inversion. The discriminator compares the read-out signal to a pre-defined
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threshold level, which is tunable and common for every pixel in the array. The front-end and dis-

criminator act as an analog delay line, introducing a delay in the signal processing path. The delay

introduced by the front-end and discriminator is designed to be comparable to the latency of an ex-

ternal trigger signal, so that the ALPIDE can operate in triggered mode.

In the last hit storage stage, a global STROBE signal controls the latching of discriminated hits into

storage registers. If the front-end output is above the threshold and a STROBE pulse is applied to

the selected cell, a pixel hit is latched into one of three in-pixel memory cells. Three distinct STROBE

signals control the storage of pixel hit information in the pixel event buffers; these signals are generated

at the matrix periphery and are globally applied to all pixels. The duration of the STROBE pulses

is adjustable. The generation of internal STROBE signals can be triggered by a TRIGGER external

command or initiated by an internal sequencer [71].

Figure 3.5: Block diagram of the ALPIDE pixel cell circuitry and relative output signals for the
different blocks. From [71].

The circuit to read the pixel hit data from the matrix has 512 instances, one for every two pixel

columns. It selects the first pixel with a hit in its double column based on a fixed topological priority

and transmits its address to the periphery during one hit transfer cycle. The in-pixel memory element

is then reset. This process is repeated until all the addresses of pixels with valid hits have been

transmitted to the periphery and all the pixel state registers have been reset. The frame data transfer

from the matrix to the periphery is thus zero-suppressed, so that only the addresses of pixels that have

been hit are transmitted to the periphery, while the information about the pixels that have not been

hit is not transferred. This way, only the necessary information is transmitted, reducing the amount

of data that needs to be processed and transmitted, and improving the overall efficiency of the system.

The readout of the matrix is organized in 32 regions (512 × 32 pixels), each of them with 16 double

columns being read out by 16 Priority Encoder circuits. There are 32 corresponding readout modules

in the chip periphery, each one executing the readout of a submatrix. The 16 double columns inside

each submatrix are read out sequentially, while the 32 submatrices are read out in parallel.

3.2 Cell cultures for ISOLPHARM testing

In the context of the ISOLPHARM experiment, upcoming in-vitro experiments will be carried out to

test the prototype radiopharmaceutical under investigation. The in-vitro testing phase is necessary

to evaluate the deposit and selectivity of the drug in cell cultures, in particular verifying its inter-

nalization exclusively in cancer cell lines. The beta detector investigated in this thesis work will be

specifically designed to assess the distribution of the developed radiopharmaceutical in various types
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of cell cultures. The detector’s purpose is to produce a detailed image depicting the dispersion of
111Ag throughout the medium and thus showing where the drug was deposited.

The ISOLPHARM collaboration is concerned with conducting in-vitro testing of the radiopharma-

ceutical, utilizing both traditional planar cell cultures and hydrogel-based cell cultures (which offer a

three-dimensional environment for cell growth and differentiation). Each of these two distinct culture

systems has its own strengths and limitations: the possibility to investigate both types of culture

allows testing the behavior and effectiveness of the radiopharmaceutical in different cellular environ-

ments.

The upcoming sections present a thorough overview of these two types of cell cultures, first explaining

cell culture techniques and secondly comparing traditional planar cell cultures to the more recent

three-dimensional cultures.

Figure 3.6: Comparison between cell behavior in 2D conventional cell culture (flat shape) and in 3D
cell culture (microenvironment similar in-vivo conditions). Inspired from [72].

3.2.1 Cell cultures

Cell culture is a widely used tissue culture technique that represents the most spread-out in-vitro

model. Cell cultures consist of a group of eukaryotic cells capable of growing and proliferating in a

controlled environment, designed to mimic their native environment. Cell cultures have many appli-

cations across diverse scientific research fields, allowing for the investigation of different physiological

and pathological processes at a cellular level. These include intracellular activity (such as replication

and transcription of DNA), environmental interaction (carcinogenesis, drug action, ...), cell–cell in-

teraction, genetics (such as genome analysis or genetic manipulation), and biotechnology applications

[73]. Tissue culture was originally developed as a method to observe the characteristics and responses

of animal cells without the influence of systemic factors that might occur in in-vivo experiments. The

first studies on tissue cultures were carried out in the early twentieth century: the origin of tissue cul-

ture is commonly dated to 1907 and credited to Ross Harrison [74]. The first continuous human cell

line was established decades later, after the introduction of antibiotics capable of supporting long-term

cell cultures. The HeLa cells were the first human cells to be continuously cultured in a laboratory

setting: it consisted of a line of cancer cells that were isolated by George Grey from the cervical tumor

of Henrietta Lacks (HeLa) [75]. Figure 3.7 shows a representative traditional cell culture of HeLa cells.
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Figure 3.7: HeLa cells cultured on Petri dishes in alpha-minimum essential medium containing 10%
fetal bovine serum, 10 mM ascorbic acid, antibiotics, and sodium bicarbonate. From [76].

Cell culture systems can be broadly classified into three main categories based on the method used to

initiate the culture [77]:

• primary cultures are derived directly from excised animal tissue or organs. Primary cells

preserve many characteristics of the original in-vivo cells. However, these cultures can only

survive in-vitro for a limited lifespan, undergoing senescence or cell death after a certain number

of divisions [77]. For this reason, they are generally only utilized in short-term experiments;

• secondary cultures are established by subculturing primary cells before they reach senescence.

At the start of their life, secondary cell cultures present chromosomes structurally identical to

those of the species from which the culture was derived [78]. Over time, the secondary cells retain

some characteristics of the primary culture but might display changes over time due to genetic

and phenotypic alterations. This technique extends the longevity of secondary cells, which can

proliferate for a longer lifespan with respect to primary cultures [79];

• continuous cultures are derived from primary cultures or tissues. Continuous cell lines undergo

specific genetic alterations: these modifications can override the checkpoints that regulate cell

division and senescence so that the cells can be propagated indefinitely while maintaining their

ability to divide and grow. These cell lines are used most often because of faster and longer

growth, less nutritional requirement, and high plating efficiency [80] (on the other hand, they

are frequently subject to contamination during cell propagation [68]).

In order to ensure optimal proliferation, cell cultures require specific environmental conditions, includ-

ing controlled temperature, monitored pH and osmolality, a suitable substrate for cell attachment, and

an appropriate growth medium. The selection of a suited cell culture medium is crucial for success-

ful in-vitro cultivation. A growth medium is a liquid or gel specifically formulated to support the

growth of cells or microorganisms. It comprises energy sources and cell cycle regulators and also helps

maintain the required pH and osmolality. A typical culture medium is composed of a complement

of amino acids, vitamins, inorganic salts, glucose, and serum, which represents a source of growth

factors, hormones, and attachment factors [81].

During their growth phase, cell cultures can exhibit two distinct forms of growth patterns [79]. In

suspension cultures, cells tend to grow either as single cells or as small free-floating clusters suspended

in the liquid medium. In monolayer cultures, cells attach and grow as a single layer on the surface of

a tissue culture flask or disk. The specific growth mode adopted by a cell line depends on the type of
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tissue from which it originated. Cell lines derived from blood (such as leukemia and lymphoma cell

lines), tend to grow in suspension as they mimic the behavior of cells in the bloodstream. Monolayer

growth is instead the common growth pattern for cell lines established from solid tissues, such as lung

or kidney cell lines.

After the initial seeding of cells in cell culture, their growth proceeds in a predictable pattern with

distinct temporal phases (shown in Figure 3.8). The standard growth kinetics of a culture cycle

approximately follows a sigmoid pattern, which can be divided into different main phases [82], [79]:

• the lag phase is the first stage that occurs immediately after inoculation and represents the

period of cell adaptation to a new environment. During the lag phase cells do not divide. The

time duration of this stage is affected by the growth phase of the cell line at the time of subculture

and by the seeding density;

• during logarithmic (or exponential) phase cells have already adapted to the environment

and undergo rapid multiplication. The cell population increases exponentially over time. The

velocity of exponential growth depends on the specific cell line under study and is regulated by

the population doubling time parameter;

• the stationary (or plateau) phase is preceded by a deceleration growth phase during which the

cell proliferation slows down due to nutrient depletion or toxic waste accumulation. This stress

condition generally triggers the restructuring of the cells to adapt to the hostile environment.

The stationary phase begins when the cellular growth rate reaches zero. Cells in the stationary

phase become more susceptible to injury or damage;

• the death (or decline) phase is the final stage of the cell culture growth cycle: at the end of

the stationary phase, cells undergo cell death. While some cell death might occur in the plateau

phase, cell death becomes more prominent during the decline phase. In this case, cell death is a

natural part of the cell life cycle and is not solely caused by a decrease in nutrient availability.

Figure 3.8: Cell culture growth curve. The plot displays the different phases of the cell culture life
cycle. From [79].

3.2.2 A comparison of 2D and 3D cell culture techniques

Over the years, two-dimensional monolayer cell cultures have represented the most used method for

growing cell cultures. 2D in-vitro techniques, characterized by cells adhering to a flat surface, have

been extensively employed in various fields of research, including cancer biology. In two-dimensional

cultures, cells grow as a single layer attached to a plastic surface, either in a culture flask or a flat petri

dish. This approach provides advantages in terms of simple and cost-effective maintenance, as well
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as convenient functionality for conducting tests. Planar cell lines also exhibit rapid proliferation and

colony formation (minutes to hours) and provide an experimental set-up that is easily reproducible

[83], [84].

On the other hand, this culture method has several limitations. Many of the differences in cell behavior

observed between traditional in-vitro cell cultures and their natural counterparts in-vivo arise primarily

from the transition of cells from a three-dimensional structure to a two-dimensional substrate during

propagation [73]. Cells in planar cultures fail to mimic the natural structures and interactions found in

tissues or tumors, which can significantly impact complex biological responses. The two-dimensional

geometry is unable to replicate cell-cell and cell-environment interactions present in in-vivo tissues.

Moreover, the unlimited access to nutrients and other molecules in the culture medium differs from

the variable availability in-vivo [85], [84].

Recognizing the limitations of 2D culture systems, there emerged a need to find alternative models that

could better replicate the natural architecture of a tissue or tumor mass. This led to the development

of 3D culture systems. Various three-dimensional culture methods have been developed to incorporate

the spatial organization of cells: the first three-dimensional cultures were created using a soft agar

solution and since then numerous different approaches have been investigated in the field.

Three main 3D culture techniques can be distinguished:

• suspension cultures, which seed cells on special non-adherent plates with a suitable medium

(shown in Figure 3.9(a));

• cultures in concentrated or gel-like medium. In this type of three-dimensional cell culture

cells grow in a culture medium with gelling properties, such as a Matrigel (multiprotein hydrogel)

material (depicted in Figure 3.9(b));

• cultures on a scaffold, which is a tissue engineering term to describe a three-dimensional

structure that provides support for cells to grow and organize into functional tissues, as shown

in Figure 3.9(c). In scaffold cultures cells can migrate among fibres and attach to the scaffold,

made of biodegradable material such as silk or collagen. Filling the space among fibers, cells can

proliferate.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.9: (a) Representative photomicrographs of orospheres arising from ALDH+CD44+Lin– and
ALDH–CD44–Lin– cells cultured in ultralow attachment plates. From [86]. (b) 3D structures in soft
agar. From [83]. (c) Cells (red) cultured using 3D scaffold a system with visible membrane pores.
From [83].

There are some disadvantages associated with 3D cell cultures. The formation of a three-dimensional

cell culture can be slower compared to planar cultures, requiring hours to days for proper formation.

Additionally, the procedures involved in establishing and maintaining 3D cultures tend to be more

complex, necessitating specialized techniques and equipment as well as more expensive reagents and

materials. In particular, the accessibility of commercially available tests specifically designed for 3D

cultures is limited, requiring the development of customized protocols.

Table 3.2 summarizes the main features of 2D and 3D cell cultures, comparing their advantages and
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limitations.

2D cell culture 3D cell culture

Time of culture formation Within minutes to few hours From a few hours to a few days
Culture quality High performance, reproducibil-

ity, long-term culture, easy to in-
terpret, simplicity of culture

Worse performance and repro-
ducibility, difficult to interpret,
cultures more difficult to carry
out

In-vivo imitation Do not mimic the natural struc-
ture of the tissue or tumor mass

In-vivo tissues and organs are in
3D form

Cells interactions Deprived of cell-cell and cell-
extracellular environment inter-
actions, no in-vivo-like microen-
vironment

Proper interactions of cell-cell
and cell-extracellular environ-
ment

Characteristics of cells Changed morphology and way of
divisions; loss of diverse pheno-
type and polarity

Preserved morphology and way
of divisions, diverse phenotype,
and polarity

Essential compounds Unlimited access to oxygen, nu-
trients, metabolites, and signal-
ing molecules (in contrast to in-
vivo)

Variable access to oxygen, nutri-
ents, metabolites, and signaling
molecules (same as in-vivo)

Maintaining costs Cheap, commercially available
tests and the media

More expensive, more time-
consuming, fewer commercially
available tests

Table 3.2: Comparison of 2D and 3D cell culture methods [83].
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Geant4 Simulation

4.1 Geant4 toolkit

Geant4 (GEometry ANd Tracking 4) is an object-oriented open-source simulation toolkit designed for

modeling the passage of particles through matter. Geant4 provides a comprehensive set of software

components that can be employed to simulate a wide collection of settings, ranging from basic geome-

tries and phenomena to full-scale detector setups. Geant4 has different application areas, including

high energy and nuclear physics, medical physics, accelerator beamline design, and the evaluation

of space radiation effects on satellites and planetary bodies [87]. The first version of the Geant4

tool, released in 1998, was developed to enhance its predecessor, Geant3, in response to the demand

for more precise Monte Carlo simulations of physics processes within particle detectors [25]. In the

following years, several upgraded versions were introduced to increase the accuracy and performance

of the software.

Geant4 is written in C++ programming language and was built upon an object-oriented program-

ming paradigm. Thus, the different components of a simulation are encompassed in objects that can

interact with one another. This design choice allows users to customize and assemble their simulations

according to their specific needs.

Figure 4.1: Geant4 logo. From [87].

Geant4 provides a set of predefined classes designed to address the main aspects involved in the

passage of particles through matter (Figure 4.2 collects these classes and their utilization). The

software evaluates several key domains, including [25]:

• Geometry and materials: the software provides functionalities to define the shape, size, place-

ment, and composition of the modeled objects;

• Particle interaction in matter: the toolkit can simulate the interactions of particles as they

traverse different materials using sophisticated algorithms and physics models;
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• Tracking management: Geant4 includes classes to monitor the trajectories of particles as they

move through the simulated materials, keeping track of their positions, momenta, and other

parameters;

• Digitization and hit management: Geant4 allows for the conversion of physical interactions

within the simulation into a response from particle detectors. It specifically provides tools for

the management of the recorded hits, so that the simulated data can be consistent with the one

experimentally achievable;

• Event management: the software includes ad hoc methods to manage simulated events that

involve multiple particles, handling all the information coherently;

• Visualization: Geant4 offers a visualization framework to graphically represent the detector

geometries and the simulated data, in an interactive way;

• User Interface: The toolkit facilitates the user interaction to configure simulation parameters,

execute commands and extract results. Geant4 includes command-line interfaces, graphical

user interfaces (GUIs), and scripting interfaces.

In summary, Geant4 allows users to create complex geometric models with components of specific

shapes and materials, specifically defining the sensitive elements that record information required for

simulating detector responses. The generation of primary particles can be controlled and the software

provides a large set of physics processes to model particle behavior, offering the flexibility to select from

different approaches. The toolkit also offers different user interfaces for interaction and visualization.

Main()

G4VUserDetectorConstruction

Geometry definition (material, volume,
position, ...) and visualization attributes

G4VUserPhysicsList

Physics processes initialization
and cuts of processes energy

G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction

Particle generation and emission attributes

G4UserStackingAction

Tracking order control and
removal of useless tracks

G4UserRunAction

Storage of information
over the run

G4UserEventAction

Storage of information
over a single event

G4UserSteppingAction

Storage of information over a
single step

G4UserTrackingAction

Storage of information over a
single track

Mandatory class

Optional class

Figure 4.2: Mandatory and some optional classes needed by a Geant4-based application. Inspired
from [88].

4.2 Physic processes in Geant4

The Geant4 toolkit presents the possibility to include a wide variety of complementary physics models

that describe the physics of photons, electrons, muons, hadrons and ions from 250 eV up to several

PeV [25].

In Geant4, particles interact with materials through a series of steps, which are the basic length
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unit in the transportation process. During the transportation process, various physical processes co-

work along the particle’s step, performing interactions and calculations. The transportation process

is implemented as a looped process consisting of the following stages:

1. A particle is generated and ”transported” through the simulation;

2. Each process associated with the particle proposes a geometrical step length based on its cross-

section;

3. The process that proposes the shortest step length is selected, and the particle is moved to its

destination;

4. All processes along the step, such as ionization, are executed;

5. After the step, the post-step phase of the process that limited the step is executed. This phase

involves updating dynamic properties and eventually producing any secondary particle;

6. If the kinetic energy of the particle reaches zero, all at-rest processes are executed or, if the

particle is stable, its track is terminated. Otherwise, the process repeats with a new step,

starting from stage 2.

This looped process allows for the simulation of particle transport and the execution of various pro-

cesses along the particle’s trajectory.

4.2.1 Electromagnetic processes in Geant4

When a particle undergoes interaction or decay in Geant4, the software distinguishes between the

physical process, which defines the initial and final state of the interaction, and the model implemented

to simulate that process, which is responsible for controlling the production of secondary particles re-

sulting from the interaction. Geant4 provides a wide variety of physics models that can be selected:

depending on the simulation and the precise physics phenomena that need to be simulated, users can

choose the most appropriate models for their purpose.

In Geant4 the implementation of these models often relies on pre-defined physics configurations,

known as physics lists. Physics lists are collections of models, algorithms, and data libraries that

govern particle interactions with matter. By selecting a specific physics list, users can determine

the nature of physical phenomena that will be included in the simulation, including electromagnetic,

hadronic, and optical interactions [89], [90]. Moreover, Geant4 offers the flexibility to modify or

integrate predefined physics lists with additional desired physical processes.

To include electromagnetic (EM) interactions in the simulation, Geant4 offers various possible physics

lists. One of the most used physics lists to model EM physics is the G4EmStandardPhysics li-

brary, which encompasses a wide range of electromagnetic phenomena (including electromagnetic

scattering, ionization, bremsstrahlung, multiple scattering, and electron-positron pair production).

G4EmStandardPhysics employs interaction models based on theoretical physics and experimental

data, providing a generic and versatile approximation of electromagnetic processes. This physics list

provides five distinct options for simulating electromagnetic processes, ranging from simpler and faster

models (option 0 represented by the standard G4EmStandardPhysics physics list) to more accurate but

computationally intensive ones (G4EmStandardPhysics option4), allowing users to choose the level

of precision required for their simulations. A common standard to simulate electromagnetic processes

for high-energy physics (HEP) or nuclear physics applications is to adopt one physics list among the

G4EmStandardPhysics, the G4EmStandardPhysics option1 and the G4EmStandardPhysics option2

[91]. G4EmStandardPhysics option3 and G4EmStandardPhysics option4 are more often chosen in

simulations that require a high degree of precision, such as medical or space applications, since they

generally demand extremely long computational times. However, for the specific system studied in this
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work, focusing on interactions between beta particles and photons with a semiconductor detector at

low energy ranges (<6 MeV for electrons released in 111Ag decay and <500 keV for γ produced in 111Cd

de-excitation), the selection of a physics list from the available options in the G4EmStandardPhysics

library does not have a strong impact on the employed EM process models. As shown in Table 4.1

and 4.2, many of the models used by the possible options coincide within the energy range under

investigation.

Physics
List

Rayleigh Photoelectric Compton γ conversion

Opt0 Livermore-Rayleigh
0-100 TeV [92]

Livermore-
PhElectric 0-100
TeV [92]

KleinNishina 0-100
TeV [93]

BetheHeitler 0-80
GeV [94]

Opt1 none Livermore-
PhElectric 0-100
TeV

KleinNishina 0-100
TeV

BetheHeitler 0-80
GeV

Opt2 none Livermore-
PhElectric 0-100
TeV

KleinNishina 0-100
TeV

BetheHeitler 0-80
GeV

Opt2 none Livermore-
PhElectric 0-100
TeV

KleinNishina 0-100
TeV

BetheHeitler 0-80
GeV

Opt3 Livermore-Rayleigh
0-100 TeV

Livermore-
PhElectric 0-100
TeV

KleinNishina 0-100
TeV

BetheHeitler 0-80
GeV

Opt4 Livermore-Rayleigh
0-100 TeV

Livermore-
PhElectric 0-100
TeV

LowEP-
ComptonModel
0-20 MeV [95]

Penelope-
Conversion 0-20
MeV [96]

Table 4.1: Models used for γ processes for different Geant4 EM physics constructors. From [97].

Physics
List

Coulomb scat-
tering

Multiple scatter-
ing

Ionization Bremsstrahlung

Opt0 eCoulomb- Scatter-
ing 100 MeV-100
TeV [98]

UrbanMsc 0-100
MeV [99]

MollerBhabha 0-
100 TeV [100]

eBremSB 0-1 GeV
[101]

Opt1 eCoulomb- Scatter-
ing 100 MeV-100
TeV

UrbanMsc 0-100
MeV

MollerBhabha 0-
100 TeV

eBremSB 0-1 GeV

Opt2 eCoulomb- Scatter-
ing 100 MeV-100
TeV

UrbanMsc 0-100
MeV

MollerBhabha 0-
100 TeV

eBremSB 0-1 GeV

Opt3 none UrbanMsc 0-100
MeV

MollerBhabha 0-
100 TeV

eBremSB 0-1 GeV

Opt4 eCoulomb- Scatter-
ing 100 MeV-100
TeV

Goudsmit- Saun-
derson 0-100 MeV
[102]

MollerBhabha 0-
100 TeV

eBremSB 0-1 GeV

Table 4.2: Models used for electron processes for different Geant4 EM physics constructors. From
[97].

Additionally, it is possible to observe that the difference in terms of electron stopping power among the
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possible G4EmStandardPhysics options (and also other physics lists that can model EM interactions)

is negligible, as depicted in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Electron electronic stopping power in three different materials (water, aluminum, and
gold) calculated by means of different Geant4 EM physics constructors, compared to the ESTAR
reference data [30]. The lower plots show the ratio of the Geant4 simulation results and ESTAR
data (the dashed lines represent the uncertainty of the reference data). From [103].

From the previous information, it can be observed that options 0, 1, and 2 of the G4EmStandardPhysics

library essentially employ the same models for electron and photon interactions. In the Geant4 appli-

cation developed in this study, it was thus chosen to select the standard G4EmStandardPhysics library

to achieve a compromise between computational efficiency and accurate modeling of electromagnetic
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processes. This decision resulted in an elastic and relatively fast Monte Carlo simulation, while still

ensuring a faithful representation of EM interactions.

4.2.2 Radioactive decay in Geant4

Geant4 provides a dedicated physics list for implementing the decay of radioactive isotopes, both

in-flight and at rest, through α, β+ and β− emissions, and electron capture. The simulation of ra-

dioactive decay is primarily handled by the G4RadioactiveDecay class, along with other associated

classes, which sample secondary particles on a per-decay basis. The adopted simulation model re-

lies on data obtained from the Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File (ENSDF) [104]. This data

source provides essential information such as nuclear half-lives, nuclear level structure for the par-

ent or daughter nuclide, decay branching ratios, and the energy associated with the decay process.

De-excitation emissions, including γ-rays and conversion electrons, as well as fluorescence emissions re-

sulting from electron-capture and beta decays, are handled by specific classes (G4PhotonEvaporation

and G4AtomicDeexcitation, respectively) [105], [106].

In the context of the studied application, it is worth briefly presenting the implementation of beta

decay in Geant4. Beta decay is a three-body process, which results in the emission of a beta particle,

an anti-neutrino or neutrino, and a recoil nucleus of either Z + 1 or Z − 1. The electron or positron

features a continuous emission spectrum. The energy spectrum of the released electron or positron is

accurately described by [106]:

d2n

dpdE
= (E0 − E)2pEF (Z,E)S(Z,E,E0),

where E and p are the total energy and total momentum of the beta particle, E0 is the end-point

energy of the β-emission, S(Z,E,E0) is a shape factor, and F (Z,E) is the Fermi function, a parameter

which incorporates corrections for the Coulomb interaction between the charged nucleus and the beta

particle.

G4RadioactiveDecayPhysics exploits the most performant approximation of the Fermi function,

which is described by [107], [108]:

F (Z,E) =

(
A +

B

E − 1

)1/2

,

where Z is the β-emitter atomic number, while A and B are two empirical parameters derived from

an experimental dataset [109]. The two parameters can be calculated as [107], [108]:

A =

{
1 + 0.405 exp(0.073Z) for Z ⩽ 16

0.073Z + 0.94 for Z > 16

B = aZ exp(bZ),

with

a =

{
0.006 for Z ⩽ 56

0.001 for Z > 56

b =

{
0.077 for Z ⩽ 56

0.101 for Z > 56.

It can be proven that this Fermi function approximation yields results within a 1% margin of error

when compared to the tabulated experimental values [108].
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If a specific set of parameters is computed for the first time, an energy distribution is calculated and

used to determine the energy of the particles emitted. Subsequent occurrences of the same parameter

set will directly draw particle energies from this distribution, reducing processing time.

4.3 Geant4 application: simulated geometry

The development of the Geant4 simulation required accurate modeling of the geometry of all the

components of the investigated setup. The system under analysis is composed of two main elements:

the beta detector being studied and the biological radiation source, consisting of two possible types of

cell cultures for the ISOLPHARM radiopharmaceutical prototype testing. The geometry developed

for the radiation detector is described in Section 4.3.1, while the geometry for the radiation source is

presented in Section 4.3.2.

To validate the designed Geant4 detector model, preliminary measurements were conducted using the

ALPIDE chip along with collimated laboratory sources. These tests aimed to ensure that the developed

detector model’s response aligned with the actual detector’s behavior. In addition to modeling the

in-vitro system for future experiments, a Geant4 simulation was created to replicate the geometry

of the experimental setup used for these measurements. This model will be described in detail in the

next Section 4.4.2.

4.3.1 Detector geometry

The ISOLPHARM beta detector currently under construction will consist of 4 or potentially 8 ALPIDE

MAPS chips arranged in a flat geometry. To precisely replicate the behavior of this instrument within

the Geant4 framework, a comprehensive model of the detector’s structure was designed. The Geant4

geometry was modeled starting from the implementation of an individual ALPIDE chip. The focus

then shifted to the assembly of multiple ALPIDE detectors to create the complete device geometry.

The first step in the realization of the detector structure was the creation of the ALPIDE chip. As

explained in detail in Section 3.1.2, ALPIDE consists of numerous single pixels organized in a 1024

× 512 matrix. In order to represent the segmented structure of the detector in Geant4, a modular

approach was adopted. A single pixel was modeled and it was replicated (utilizing the G4PVReplica

class) along the columns, with 512 replicated modules per column. In turn, each column was replicated

for 1024 rows to obtain the final geometry. Figure 4.4 schematizes this process.

G4PVReplica G4PVReplica

Unit pixel

Column ALPIDE matrix

Figure 4.4: Geant4 simulation approach for constructing an ALPIDE chip using G4PVReplica class.

The unit ALPIDE pixel was modeled according to a multi-layer structure that reflects the composition

of the ALPIDE chip itself. As depicted in Figure 4.5, the geometry of each 28 µ × 28 µ pixel can be

divided into three main components:

• The bottom region represents the non-sensitive substrate of the MAPS detector, depicted as a
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14 µm thick silicon layer;

• the intermediate volume reproduces the silicon epitaxial layer, which serves as the sensitive

part of the ALPIDE chip. Interactions of incoming radiation with this layer create electron-hole

pairs that are collected to determine the hit pixel. The epitaxial region has a total thickness of

25 µm;

• the upper layer models the built-in electronics embedded in the MAPS chip for signal collection

and manipulation. This region is represented by an 11 µm thick SiO2 volume.

Substrate

Epitaxial layer

Integrated electronics

28 μm

Integrated electronics

Epitaxial layer

Substrate

25 μm

14 μm

11 μm

28 μm

50 μm

Figure 4.5: Geant4 simulation structure of a unit ALPIDE pixel. The diagram illustrates the three
layers that compose the pixel.

Inside the pixel, only the epitaxial layer represents the sensitive volume. In Geant4, the

SetSensitiveDetector() method is used to assign sensitivity to specific volumes within the modeled

geometry. In the developed application, the sensitive region of each pixel was defined by setting the

epitaxial layer as the ”sensitive detector” using SetSensitiveDetector(). This guarantees that only

particles interacting with this layer are considered to produce a hit in the simulation. By designating

the epitaxial layer as the sensitive part, Geant4 focuses its tracking and analysis efforts on interac-

tions that occur within this layer.

In the final design of the geometry replicating the experimental system to be used in in-vitro exper-

iments, the source will be positioned above the surface of the detector that incorporates electronics

for initial signal processing. As a consequence, the ionizing radiation traverses the built-in electronics

before interacting with the sensitive volume. This choice is made in line with the common approach

employed in the use of the MAPS ALPIDE. It can be observed that the layer integrating the elec-

tronics is thinner than the substrate. Furthermore, the built-in electronics are specifically designed

to withstand high levels of radiation hardness, ensuring proper functionality even when subjected to

radiation exposure.

A single ALPIDE chip is obtained by replicating the pixel object as previously explained. The result-

ing structure consists of a 1024 × 512 matrix that represents the whole MAPS detector.

To construct the complete beta detector, multiple instances of these modeled ALPIDE were positioned

in planar geometry. Since two possible arrangements were considered for the final detector geometry,

both dispositions were reproduced in the Geant4 simulation.

In the first configuration, the ALPIDE chips are arranged in a 2 × 2 grid, with the external circuitry

positioned outward. As illustrated in Figure 3.3(b), each ALPIDE detector has an additional non-

sensitive area (1.2 × 30 mm2) that contains the necessary electronics for signal readout and other

functionalities, and it is situated on one of its long sides. To eliminate this dead volume from the

sensitive region, the long sides are oriented outward. This arrangement optimizes space usage while

maintaining a compact size. Figure 4.6 shows the implemented geometry for the 2 × 2 configuration.
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1.2 mm

Circuitry

Sensitive surface

x

y

3 cm

6 cm

Figure 4.6: Geometry of the 2 × 2 configuration for the beta detector.

The second design features a 4 × 2 arrangement, where the chips are positioned in two rows facing

each other along their long sides (as shown in Figure 4.7). This design choice enables the removal of

electronics from the central region of the detector, resulting in a larger overall size of the sensitive

surface. By minimizing the presence of dead space in the central measurement area, this configuration

provides the opportunity to utilize a more extensive detector area, with one dimension significantly

larger than the other. A larger sensitive region can accommodate a larger radiation source, especially

in the case of hydrogel-based cell cultures where there are no limitations imposed by culture dishes’

dimensions. This expanded area could allow for the inclusion of more cells and different types of cell

lines in a single acquisition.

x

y
12 cm

3 cm

Figure 4.7: Geometry of the 4 × 2 configuration for the beta detector.

It is worth noting that additional arrangements that utilize a 4 × 2 geometry can be considered. These

alternative 4 × 2 configurations, where the chips in each row face each other along their short sides,

would introduce dead zones within the sensitive region. The dead zones can vary from a minimum

of 2 (if centrally located with respect to the detector’s surface and with double the thickness of the

peripheral circuitry) to a maximum of 4 (if positioned less centrally but distributed across multiple

locations). Figure 4.8 provides a comparison of these two potential dead layer arrangements. Through-

out the discussion regarding the final implementation, all possible options for the 4 × 2 configuration

were considered. The ultimate choice favored the design that maximized the detector’s sensitive area,

avoiding the presence of dead spaces within the acquisition area. Specifically, the preference was given

to the first described 4 × 2 configuration, as it also enables harnessing the potential of asymmetric

three-dimensional cultures. Exploiting hydrogel-based cultures with a geometry specifically designed

for the set purpose, it becomes possible to utilize surfaces with vastly different dimensions from each

other.
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x

y

3 cm

6 cm

2 mm

1.5 cm

6 cm

3 cm

1 mm

Figure 4.8: Comparison of dead layer arrangements in the alternative 4 × 2 configuration of the beta
detector.

Both implemented detector geometries in Geant4 were incorporated into a Printed Circuit Board

(PCB). The PCB is made of FR4 material, which is a widely used substrate material in the electronics

industry to produce PCBs. FR4 is a type of fiberglass-reinforced epoxy laminate that provides good

electrical insulation properties, mechanical strength, and heat resistance. The PCB volume in Geant4

was modeled to fully enclose the detector, ensuring that only one of its surfaces is exposed. In this

case, it is the surface where the integrated electronics of the MAPS detector are located.

Figure 4.9 showcases the geometry of the complete beta detector object (in the 2 × 2 configuration)

as developed in Geant4. The visualization is achieved through the Geant4 graphical user interface

(GUI) and depicts both the detector on its own and its inclusion within the printed circuit board in

the simulation.

Substrate

Epitaxial layer

Readout electronics

Built-in electronics

PCB

y
z

x

Figure 4.9: Geant4 modeling of the beta detector under investigation in its 2 × 2 configuration, with
and without the printed circuit board.

4.3.2 Radiation source geometry

In the coming years, the beta detector under analysis will be used for in-vitro experiments aimed at

evaluating the internalization of the prototype 111Ag-based radiopharmaceutical. The ISOLPHARM

collaboration is currently exploring two different types of cell cultures to employ in these experiments:

a traditional two-dimensional culture and a three-dimensional hydrogel-based culture. Both cell cul-

ture types were modeled in the Geant4 simulation. Each of them represents a specific scenario to

test the detector’s performance and assess its potential in future in-vitro tests.

For the type of application being studied, the cells are modeled with a simplified approach as aqueous
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spheres with a radius of 10 µm. The precise cellular radius may vary depending on the specific cell

line chosen, but an average cell size of 20 µm was considered [110]. In the context of ionizing radiation

interactions, water is commonly considered a suitable material for simulating the cellular composition

due to its similar properties and response to radiation [111]. To simulate the deposition of the radio-

pharmaceutical within the cellular volume, the decay of 111Ag was modeled exclusively within that

spherical volume, with a random point inside the volume selected as the decay site.

The traditional two-dimensional cell culture was modeled by incorporating a petri dish, a common

laboratory tool used for culturing cells. A petri dish is a lidded cylindrical container that provides

a controlled environment for cell growth. In this scenario, petri dishes with the thinnest possible

bottoms were considered to minimize the distance between the source and the detector, while simul-

taneously reducing the attenuation of electrons generated during the decay of 111Ag. This choice was

made to improve the accuracy of determining the emission position by the beta detector. By reduc-

ing the thickness of the petri dish, the emitted electrons have a higher probability of reaching the

detector without significant scattering. This allows for a more precise localization of the decay event.

Commercially available petri dishes with bottoms made of mylar or similar materials offer thicknesses

around 25 µm, which are suitable for this purpose [112]. The simulation included a cylindrical petri

dish with polystyrene walls and a thin mylar bottom. The petri dish had an external diameter of 35

mm, an internal diameter of 32 mm, and a height of 1 cm.

To simulate the cell culture within the petri dish, the cells are dispersed in an appropriate aqueous

medium. For the purpose of the analysis, the medium is modeled as a water volume inside the petri

dish, with a layer of cells dispersed within it. The cells are randomly distributed within the medium,

ensuring that each cell is placed at a random position that is sufficiently distant from other cells and

the walls of the petri dish to avoid overlapping. This random placement of cells aims to mimic the

natural distribution of cells within a culture and avoids any biased or ordered arrangement that could

affect the simulation results.

Figure 4.10 illustrates the geometry of the two-dimensional cell culture system as developed in Geant4.

Figure 4.10: Geant4 modeling of two-dimensional cell culture system with a zoomed-in view of a
single cell.

The three-dimensional hydrogel-based culture was included in the Geant4 simulation modeling a

hydrogel matrix. Hydrogels are three-dimensional networks of crosslinked hydrophilic polymer chains

that have the ability to absorb and retain significant amounts of water while maintaining their struc-

tural integrity [113], [114]. The production of hydrogel-based cell cultures for the future experiments

of the ISOLPHARM project is in collaboration with the BIOtech (Center for Biomedical Technologies)

research center of the University of Trento [3]. The material used by BIOtech for culture production

is composed of a mixture of water (95%) and GelMa (Gelatin Methacryloyl, 5%), a type of hydro-

gel derived from gelatin, which is modified through the addition of methacrylic anhydride (≈ 30%).

GelMa exhibits properties such as biocompatibility, biodegradability, and tunable mechanical proper-

ties, making it suitable for various biomedical applications [115]. In particular, this type of cell culture

system offers great flexibility in shaping the volume for the desired application. For the current study,
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the goal was to minimize the thickness of the culture to reduce the distance between the surface of the

detector and the cell culture. Collaborating with the BIOtech, it was determined that the minimum

achievable thickness for a semi-solid three-dimensional structure was 500 µm. Therefore, in all the

evaluated applications, the hydrogel volumes were created with this thickness.

In the developed Geant4 application, the 3D cell culture was incorporated by utilizing volumes of

hydrogel in which cells, modeled as described earlier for two-dimensional cultures, were randomly

dispersed. Figure 4.11 depicts the geometry implemented in Geant4 to model these cultures.

Figure 4.11: Geant4 modeling of three-dimensional cell culture system with a zoomed-in view of a
single cell.

4.4 Geant4 application: testing and validation of the developed sim-

ulation

The aim of the developed modeling is to conduct Monte Carlo simulations in Geant4 to understand

the features and potential of the setup that will be used in the future in-vitro testing of the ISOL-

PHARM drug prototype. To achieve reliable results, the developed Geant4 model seeks to closely

replicate the scenario that will be encountered. It is thus of interest to assess the simulation’s ability

to predict results attainable in a realistic scenario utilizing the ALPIDE detector.

Currently, the University of Padova has access to several ALPIDE chips, which have enabled prelimi-

nary experimental tests. By utilizing individual chips within acquisitions with known external sources,

it becomes possible to investigate whether the characterization of the ALPIDE detector in Geant4

yields results consistent with those obtained experimentally.

On the other hand, the possibility of working with cell cultures to test their reproduction in Geant4

is still premature within the ADMIRAL context [5]. For this reason, in the past months, it was not

possible to work with biological sources. The decision was made to select laboratory sources that

could provide valuable data for future applications. Unfortunately, a source of 111Ag was not available

during this very preliminary experimental phase. As explained in Section 1.3, until the SPES facility

becomes operational, the production of 111Ag must rely on conventional methods, which require longer

times and higher costs. At the moment, the ISOLPHARM project relies on the reactor within the

Laboratorio Energia Nucleare Applicata (LENA [116], shown in Figure 4.12) to obtain the necessary

quantities of the silver radioisotope through the irradiation of natural or enriched palladium [21]. This

approach does not provide large quantities of the radioactive nuclide, directing what is obtained to

the experimental phases that require it most. Nevertheless, the use of laboratory sources has allowed

the attainment of results relevant to the purpose of these preliminary tests: to handle and operate the

ALPIDE detector for the first time and to put the developed simulation to the test.

The experimental setup used to obtain the necessary measurements is described in Section 4.4.1, while

the simulation developed to replicate this setup is presented in Section 4.4.2. The final analysis is

discussed in Section 4.4.3.
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Figure 4.12: Cherenkov light produced within the reactor located at LENA. From [116].

4.4.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup comprises two main components: the available ALPIDE chip and two labo-

ratory radioactive sources.

The MAPS ALPIDE chip had been previously encapsulated within a printed circuit board to create

an integrated system that could be easily managed. This assembly was seamlessly interfaced with a

Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) board, on which a custom-built firmware was installed to

facilitate the operation of the detector. The resulting system, consisting of the detector and FPGA,

is depicted in Figure 4.15(a).

The utilized firmware was designed by the ISOLPHARM research group at the University of Padova

and enabled the activation and configuration of the ALPIDE chip, as well as initiating and managing

data acquisition. Despite being preliminary at this stage, the available firmware supported the essen-

tial functions required for the initial operation of the detector. In particular, the firmware allowed

adjustment of the trigger necessary for ALPIDE’s operation. Although the event rate of the laboratory

sources did not necessitate triggering, the dead times were adapted to prevent memory saturation and

ensure proper data transmission. The data were channeled to a host computer through a local area

network, facilitating their retrieval in a digitized form, ready for subsequent analyses.

The laboratory sources used are two, both produced by Spectrum Techniques [117].

The first one considered is a β− source of 90Sr. 90Sr decays β− in 100% of cases into 90Y (in its ground

state), with half-life of T
90Sr
1/2 = 28.91(3) years. The electron emitted in the decay of the strontium

isotope has an average energy of 195.7(5) keV and an end-point energy of 545.9(14) keV [24]. The

daughter isotope 90Y is unstable, decaying β− to 90Zr (99% of the time, in its ground state) with

a mean lifetime of T
90Y
1/2 = 64.05(5) hours. The energy spectrum associated with the beta particle

released in the decay of the yttrium nuclide has an end-point energy of 2278.5(16) keV, while the

average energy is 932.4(7) keV [24]. For simplicity, the information associated with the two isotopes

involved in the decay of this source is summarized in Table 4.3, and a comparison between the two

energy spectra is presented in Figure 4.13(a) and 4.13(b).

Transition T1/2 < Ee− > Eend-point
e−

90Sr
β−→ 90Y 28.91(3) y 195.7(5) keV 545.9(14) keV

90Y
β−→ 90Zr 64.05(5) h 932.4(7) keV 2278.5(16) keV

Table 4.3: Information about the decay of 90Sr (parent nuclide) and 90Y (daughter nuclide). Data
from [24].
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4.4.2 Experimental setup modeling

The initial stage in analyzing the images obtained during data acquisition involved the development

of a comprehensive modeling of the setup used, encompassing both the sources’ geometry and their

positioning. The two sources were simulated based on the information provided by the manufacturer

(Spectrum Techniques [117]).

The 90Sr source is a laminate disk source with aluminized mylar windows: it consists of a thin cylinder

of radioactive material with a diameter of 6.25 mm encapsulated within a disk made of high-strength

laminate material, and one of its sides is covered with a thin layer (0.127 mm) of aluminized mylar

(80 µg/cm2). This type of source is designed for situations where a low degree of attenuation is re-

quired for emitted particles. In the case of β sources, this helps ensure that electrons do not interact

frequently with the protective material before reaching the detector.

In Geant4, this geometry was modeled by considering two cylindrical volumes, one containing the

other. The innermost volume simulates the 90Sr deposit, while the outer volume is made of laminated

plastic material (PET). On one of the two surfaces, a layer of aluminized mylar adapted to the source’s

dimensions was introduced.

The 137Cs source is a classic laminate disk source. Designed as a γ source, the cesium deposited in

the source is encapsulated in high-strength laminate material that enhances attenuation effects. In

this case, the supplier does not provide precise information about the size of the radioactive deposit

volume, but only about the protective capsule.

In Geant4, the 137Cs source is constructed similarly to the strontium source, with some modifications.

In this case, the radioactive material is placed inside a PET cylinder that simulates the protective

coating. Cesium is distributed within a volume with a height equal to half the total thickness of the

protective layer and a diameter of 6.25 mm, similar to the case of 90Sr. Since specific measurements

were not provided and the source could not be handled, these measurements were assumed as reason-

able hypotheses.

A schematic representation of the modeling implemented for the two sources is presented in Figure

4.16.

6.25 mm
25.4 mm

90Sr 137Cs

x

y

PET

Radioactive material

6.25 mm
25.4 mm

x

z

Aluminized mylar

0.127 mm
0.51 mm0.255 mm 0.51 mm0.255 mm

Figure 4.16: Schematic representation of the modeling of the radioactive sources (90Sr and 137Cs) used
during the experimental activity.

In the experimental setup, the used source is placed on a specifically perforated support to reduce
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attenuation in a region with a known cross section. The collimator is represented in Geant4 as an

aluminum plate, and its dimensions have been accurately replicated. To model not only the presence of

the support but also the positioning of the hole and its placement relative to the surface of the detector,

all necessary dimensions were measured before introducing the source. The gathered information was

incorporated into the support’s modeling and is illustrated in Figure 4.17, which presents a schematic

diagram of the geometry model considered to replicate the setup.
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Figure 4.17: Schematic representation of the used setup (cross-sectional and orthogonal view). The
illustration shows the relevant distances for simulation purposes.

To simulate the setup under examination, a single ALPIDE chip was incorporated within the devel-

oped Geant4 application. The detector has been modeled as described in Section 4.3.1 and is placed

inside a PCB. In the simulation, the volumes of the FPGA and the outer box have been omitted:

given their sufficient distance, particles interacting with these volumes should not interfere with the

ongoing measurements.

4.4.3 Data analysis and simulation testing

The output of the ALPIDE detector provides information about the positions of the recorded hits

during the acquisition. As it consists of a tracking detector, the chip is not designed to extract energy

information and consequently only provides the coordinates of the observed hits. The programmed

firmware rearranges this information in terms of pixel hit coordinates: when the trigger is active, a

pair (x, y) is saved for each detected hit, where x ∈ [0, 1023] represents the pixel ID along the longer

axis of the detector, and y ∈ [0, 511] along the shorter axis.

From all the collected hits, it was possible to reconstruct a final image as a two-dimensional histogram

summing all the individual short acquisitions that were carried out. During the experimental activity,

it was observed that the local network was relatively unstable, preventing too prolonged acquisitions.

Therefore, the approach was to divide the image production into several short measurements, which

were then combined into a single image.

The images were obtained for both the 90Sr and 137Cs sources. For each of these cases, a specific anal-

ysis was conducted to study the obtained outcome and compare it with the predictions from Geant4

simulations.
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the support itself. Due to the thinness of the collimator, it was expected that it would not entirely

prevent beta particles from reaching the detector. It is interesting, though, to observe that in areas

covered by the supporting plate, the count rate is significantly lower, allowing for a possible post-

processing procedure to eliminate these regions.

Around the high-count region, there appears to be an intermediate-count region. The presence of this

area can be attributed to two main hypotheses. On one hand, the radioactive surface of the source

might not have been perfectly aligned with the collimator aperture. Since the source was positioned

manually, it is possible that it was not perfectly centered with respect to the hole, causing a portion

of the strontium volume to be shielded by aluminum. On the other hand, it is possible that the

radioactive material is not uniformly distributed throughout the source volume. This inhomogeneity

could result in areas with lower activity. In both of these cases, the count rate is significantly reduced,

but the area can still be visually identified.

The calculated projections also facilitate the verification that the area described by the collimated

beam is well distinguishable from the background. It can be observed that the profiles exhibit distinct

flat peaks that stand out to the low-count surrounding areas.

To extract the relevant information the two obtained projections were fitted using a super-Gaussian

distribution. This type of distribution aims to generalize the Gaussian curve even in cases where the

data has a flatter distribution at the peak. The super-Gaussian function is defined as [118]:

F (x,A, µ, σ, n) = A exp

[
−
(
|x− µ|

σ

)n]
.

The fit appears to adequately match the data, as also indicated by the χ2 statistical test. The per-

formed interpolation easily yields the center and amplitude that characterize the fitted distributions,

summarized in Table 4.5. The amplitude of the curves can be estimated by calculating the Full Width

Half Maximum (FWHM). Specifically, in the case of a super-Gaussian distribution, the FWHM can

be calculated as [118]:

FWHM = 2 n
√

ln(2)σ.

The associated error is inferred using error propagation theory.

The information extracted from the conducted analysis is summarized in Table 4.5.

Center (mm) FWHM (mm)

Projections onto x -0.24 ± 0.04 3.0 ± 0.1
Projections onto y 1.22 ± 0.03 3.37 ± 0.07

Table 4.5: FWHM and center coordinates of the profiles of the 2D image obtained using a 90Sr source
during the ALPIDE detector tests. The source is positioned 2 mm away from the detector surface.

A brief observation can be made regarding the amplitude of the two studied projections. As evident

from Table 4.5, the FWHM of the obtained profiles are different from each other and larger than the

diameter of the collimator hole. The first difference can be partly explained by statistical effects (a

larger number of events would have allowed for a more stable trend) and partly by potential manufac-

turing limitations of the support, which may not be perfectly symmetric. The fact that the obtained

image has a larger diameter than expected can be trivially explained by the effect of the distance

between the source and the detector. Being placed on top of the support at a distance of 2 mm, with

a similar thickness, the electrons passing through the collimator hole traverse a layer of air around

4 mm thick. This distance may result in a significant increase in the beam’s cross-section when it

impacts the detector. However, this effect can be further studied and confirmed through the Monte
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beam cross section and in the surrounding area, which defines the entire source surface, except for the

alignment issue with the collimator aperture. The simulation reproduces, with sufficient precision, the

noisy background around the high-count region.

To conclude the visual comparison, a quick observation can be made on the difference present in the

raw images (Figure 6.1) related to the counts in the surface describing the impacting beam. In the

high-count region, the simulation predicts relatively higher frequencies compared to the experimental

data. This behavior is hypothesized to be connected to an imprecise determination of the total number

of observed decays during the measurement. In particular, the calculation of events required for the

Monte Carlo simulation utilized the nominal activity of the used source. This estimation might be

imprecise for two reasons. Firstly, the source is uncertified, introducing a potential error of ± 20%

in the actual activity. Secondly, the source was purchased years ago and has experienced gradual

degradation in its activity over time. Therefore, this variation could plausibly explain the observed

difference.

To conclude the comparison between the image obtained with 90Sr and the simulated image, it is

interesting to compare the predictions provided by the performed super-Gaussian fits on the image

projections. The interpolation appears to accurately describe the trend of the original and simulated

data, and provides information about the center and width of the curves, as described earlier. While

the information gathered for the experimental image is already presented in Table 4.5, Table 4.6

summarizes the data collected from the simulated image.

Center (mm) FWHM (mm)

Projections onto x -0.01 ± 0.03 3.37 ± 0.09
Projections onto y 1.58 ± 0.03 3.48 ± 0.07

Table 4.6: FWHM and center coordinates of the profiles of the 2D image obtained through Monte
Carlo simulations. The developed Geant4 application replicates the setup of tests performed with
the ALPIDE detector using a 90Sr source. The source is positioned 2 mm away from the detector
surface.

The comparison between the projections obtained from the simulated image and the profiles of the

original image (Figure 4.18) reveals a reasonable agreement between the simulations and the data.

Apart from some statistical fluctuations, the simulated profiles seem to closely mirror the experimental

observations. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that, for both projections (along the y-axis and along

the x-axis), the estimated FWHM values of the real and simulated distributions are compatible within

3σ. However, there is a notable discrepancy in the estimates of the centers. This discrepancy can

be attributed to an underestimation of the error, which does not account for the uncertainty in the

measurements used to determine the positioning of the collimator and the source with respect to

the detector. The dimensions of the simulated setup inherently carry errors due to the measurement

process, which affects the positioning of the electron beam relative to the detector surface. Hence,

the difference observed between the experimental case and the simulation appears to be explained by

these factors.

The simulation developed to analyze the setup with a 90Sr source seems to provide a good prediction

of the experimental results. However, an additional analysis was carried out using data obtained with

a 137Cs source, known for its γ component, to further verify the accuracy of the simulations in a

different scenario.

The image obtained using the previous experimental setup with the introduction of the cesium source

is depicted in Figure 4.20. To further examine the image obtained with the 137Cs source, the same

analysis as that carried out for the strontium source was applied. It is interesting to study the profiles
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The profiles of the experimental image along the x and y axes have been interpolated with a super-

Gaussian function that allows the description of the flat peak present in the two histograms. Despite

the limited statistics available, one can observe that the super-Gaussian distribution can provide a

good description of the data’s behavior, especially in high-count regions. The performed interpolations

estimate the center and FWHM of the two curves, providing insight into the position and, most

importantly, the width of the studied image. The data are summarized in Table 4.7.

Center (mm) FWHM (mm)

Projections onto x -1.67 ± 0.02 2.84 ± 0.06
Projections onto y 0.57 ± 0.03 3.26 ± 0.08

Table 4.7: FWHM and center coordinates of the profiles of the 2D image obtained using a 137Cs source
during the ALPIDE detector tests. The source is positioned 2 mm away from the detector surface.

The estimated center is noticeably distant from the computed center in the case of the 90Sr source.

This difference is justified by a shift in the setup that occurred during the time interval between the

two measurements. Likely, in the days between the two data acquisitions, the detector slightly shifted

its position within the box, altering its relative position to the collimator, which is soldered to the

box. This clearly affects the beam’s position in relation to the detector, making the measurements

with the 90Sr and 137Cs sources independent from each other.

On the other hand, the width of the extrapolated distributions is consistent (within 3σ) with what

was observed in the strontium case, confirming, along with the simulations, that the diameter of the

beam section almost doubles when particles interact with the chip.

The image was reproduced through Geant4 simulation. As mentioned earlier, the setup was slightly

(and inadvertently) modified during the 137Cs measurements. This difference had been observed dur-

ing the data collection, prompting measurements of the setup components’ dimensions to update the

simulation. The modeling of the cesium source setup was developed taking into account a different

geometric configuration compared to the strontium scenario and incorporating the measured modifi-

cations.

In this scenario, it was necessary to compute the total number of decays observed during the mea-

surements, following a procedure similar to that described for the 90Sr source. The nominal activity

of the cesium source is 0.05 µCi (equivalent to 18.5 kBq). In this case, the total measurement time

is 91 minutes, broken down into a series of short acquisitions to ensure system stability. However, a

high dead time fraction of 98% had to be maintained. Under these conditions, the total number of

observed 137Cs decays is 2,020,200 events, which provided a clear image with good statistics.

The Monte Carlo simulation hence utilized the updated setup model, considering 2 × 106 events. The

resulting image is compared with the experimental results in the Appendix, in Figure 6.2.

A more comprehensive and quantitative comparison can be obtained by studying the projections of

the two two-dimensional images along the x and y axes. By superimposing the extrapolated profiles,

it is possible to verify more directly the differences between the experimental image and the simulated

one. In addition, the plots also include super-Gaussian fits performed for both curves so that the

comparison between the interpolations on the data can also be visualized. The comparison between

the experimental and simulated projections computed for the 137Cs setup is presented in Figure 4.21.
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ALPIDE acquisitions have achieved two main objectives. On one hand, the ALPIDE detector was

successfully integrated into a functioning DAQ system, with custom firmware designed for the chip’s

characteristics. It was observed during the conducted measurements that the system is still unstable

and requires further improvements for secure and more manageable data acquisition. On the other

hand, the designed simulation was tested with real data. As discussed, the modeling of the detector

developed in Geant4 provides a good reproduction of the object under investigation. The simulated

images appear capable of replicating the experimentally derived information in the most relevant as-

pects. One limitation of the simulations lies in the inability to precisely know all the aspects that

characterized the setup, both in terms of the dimensions of the various components, subject to errors

and regarding the information about the available sources. By incorporating these constraints, it can

be verified that the designed Geant4 software provides accurate modeling of the ALPIDE chip and

allows predictions about its behavior in the context of future experiments that ISOLPHARM will

develop.
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Chapter 5

Detector characterization through

Monte Carlo simulations

In the upcoming years, the beta detector under investigation will be employed in in-vitro experiments

as part of the ISOLPHARM project. ISOLPHARM aims to develop a comprehensive radiopharma-

ceutical that can be utilized in clinical settings, requiring specific tests to ensure product effectiveness

and study potential side effects. Selective deposition at the tumor site is a crucial requirement for any

Targeted Radiation Therapy drug. Therefore, the forthcoming in-vitro ISOLPHARM experimental

campaign seeks to evaluate the selectivity of the studied prototype by examining the drug distribution

within a cell culture containing cancerous regions. To obtain information regarding this distribution,

the analyzed beta detector must accurately determine the location of the 111Ag radioisotope. The

objective is to produce high-resolution two-dimensional images, which can be compared to microscopy

images to identify the regions where the radiopharmaceutical has deposited.

The purpose of the developed Geant4 application is to investigate the capabilities of the beta de-

tector under development. The main objective is to characterize the detector-cell culture system to

understand its features and potential limitations. To achieve this, a model of the future detector and

two distinct types of cell cultures (2D and hydrogel-based) were implemented in Geant4. Through

the use of Monte Carlo simulations, it is possible to reproduce the deposition of the radiopharmaceu-

tical at the cellular level, simulating the decay of 111Ag within the cellular volumes where the drug is

hypothesized to be internalized. This approach allows for the study of the instrument’s response and

performance within an in-vitro experimental scenario.

This chapter presents the results obtained from the study of the performance of the investigated detec-

tor using Monte Carlo simulations. It aims to provide insights into the detector’s behavior, advantages,

limitations, and potential design considerations for future experiments.

5.1 Energy deposition and threshold optimization

As initial analysis to examine the beta detector performance, it was necessary to evaluate the potential

benefit related to the introduction of an energy threshold for the collected signal, and eventually infer

which threshold should be considered. To investigate this possibility, a single ALPIDE chip was

modeled in the Geant4 simulation to assess its response in relation to the deposition of 111Ag within

a single cell. The objective was to study the energy distribution deposited by electrons generated in

the decay of the 111Ag radioisotope (and potentially by photons produced in the subsequent decay of
111Cd) within a single ALPIDE pixel, and understand how the imposition of a threshold may affect

the single-cell image produced by the detector. The same analysis was conducted for both two- and

three-dimensional cell cultures to determine the most suitable setup for each alternative.
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than one hit is produced due to scatterings in the materials. The cutoff percentages inferred in Figure

5.2 refer to the number of hits discarded in an acquisition when a given threshold is introduced. On

the other hand, when studying the trend of the total efficiency in relation to the applied threshold (ε

in Figure 5.3), one obtains information about the number of particles effectively observed, regardless

of whether they activated only one pixel or more.

To quantitatively understand the impact of introducing an energy threshold on the elimination of mul-

tiple hits associated with a single cell, one can directly compare how the distribution of the number

of hits recorded per event varies with the threshold, as shown in Figure 5.4. The plot compares the

conditions of no threshold and a threshold set at 1 keV. It can be immediately observed that the 1

keV threshold reduces the frequency of hits equal to or greater than 2 by more than a few percentage

points. This demonstrates that the implementation of even a low threshold affects the number of pixels

activated per particle, eliminating hits due to scattering phenomena within the device and increasing

the number of single hits. This effect is interesting and represents the main advantage of introducing

an energy threshold.

The possibility of reducing particle scattering processes within the MAPS pixels by applying an en-

ergy threshold needs to be balanced with the need for sufficiently fast acquisitions to facilitate in-vitro

measurements. For this reason, when considering the implementation of a threshold, the possibility

of not eliminating an excessive number of total events that could represent meaningful measurements

should also be evaluated.

To summarize, the study conducted on single-cell two-dimensional culture has provided information

about the behavior of particles interacting with the detector and the potential advantages and lim-

itations of applying an energy threshold to the device. It was observed that the introduction of a

threshold allows for the partial exclusion of multiple hits caused by particle scattering within the

sensitive volume, which leads to the activation of numerous pixels for a single particle.

Based on the observations made so far, it was chosen a threshold of 1 keV for the two-dimensional

cell culture scenario. This choice specifically allows the removal of multiple hits produced by the same

particle that activates multiple pixels, without significantly reducing the actual number of detected

particles. This threshold will be applied to all subsequent analyses.

5.1.2 Threshold optimization for the three-dimensional cell culture scenario

A similar analysis was carried out to determine an appropriate threshold for the three-dimensional

cell culture scenario. In the case of three-dimensional cell culture, a hydrogel-based culture model has

been developed, which is the culture model selected by the ISOLPHARM project for future in-vitro

experiments. The culture was modeled as a hydrogel volume deposited on an aluminized mylar film,

which aims to prevent possible contaminations of the detector and simultaneously screen it as much

as possible from background photons. The mylar layer introduced a thickness of 50 µm between the

instrument and the cell culture. Further details on the type of material that can be used and how the

introduction of a protective film impacts image quality are discussed in Section 5.3.

When considering a three-dimensional cell culture, it is important to note that the cells, in addition to

being deposited at various points in the plane parallel to the detector (xy plane), have an additional

degree of freedom as they can move along the direction perpendicular to the detector (z-axis). The

depth of the cell’s position relative to the hydrogel thickness affects the distance between the emission

volume and the detector surface, thereby altering the distance that particles must traverse before being

detected. The distance that beta particles must traverse can affect the resolution of the produced

image due to the increased probability of scattering in the medium. As already observed, being low

mass particles, electrons (and potentially photons) tend to significantly alter their trajectory during

interactions, leading to a degradation in image quality. Therefore, in the case of three-dimensional
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In conclusion, the analysis conducted on the three-dimensional cell culture scenario has also allowed the

evaluation of the interactions that occur between emitted particles and the detector, and to understand

the effects of an embedded threshold in the beta detector. Similar to the previous case, the impact of

γ-rays produced during the de-excitation of 111Cd and the behavior of particles inside the ALPIDE

were studied, observing the frequency of multiple hits for individual events. It has been concluded

that introducing an energy threshold tends to mitigate effects related to scattering processes occurring

within the sensitive volume by removing hits that are not associated with events of interest but are due

to such behavior. In selecting a threshold for subsequent analyses, consideration was given to the need

not to remove an excessive number of events that could be meaningful, so as not to excessively impact

acquisition times. Evaluating the outcomes of the carried out analysis, it was chosen to adopt the

same threshold as for traditional cell cultures, i.e. 1 keV. Based on the obtained results, this decision

lowers the instances of multiple hits while preserving the detection efficiency of the investigated device.

The selected threshold of 1 keV will be employed in all subsequent simulations.

5.2 Detector resolution

Spatial resolution is a critical parameter for detectors employed in imaging applications. Spatial

resolution measures the detector’s capacity to produce images where two closely spaced objects are

separated (i.e. resolved) for the human eye. As highlighted in Section 2.3.2, there is no unique method

to determine the resolution of an imaging system.

5.2.1 Detector resolution analysis: Point Source Function

A widely employed technique to investigate the resolution of an instrument involves examining how

it portrays a point source, usually through an analysis of its point spread function (PSF). The Full

Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of the PSF is a commonly used measure, valued for its immediacy,

to estimate spatial resolution. While this parameter does not offer information about the shape of

the curve that the system generates to represent the point source, it can give an intuitive idea of the

width of the function produced. Specifically, it helps predict the extent covered by the point source

within the two-dimensional image.

For a preliminary assessment of the resolution potential of the investigated beta detector in the

upcoming experimental setup, the FWHM of single-cell images generated by the chip was analyzed.

While a cell possesses a distinct volume and cannot be considered a true point source, investigating the

device’s response to the type of source it will interact with during in-vitro experiments yields practical

insights into its performance. The conducted analysis first examines the scenario of traditional cell

cultures, followed by the three-dimensional cell culture scenario.

5.2.1.1 Two-dimensional cell culture scenario

In the scenario of two-dimensional cell culture, the modeling of the setup is the same as described in

the previous sections. The single cell considered for studying the resolution is located within a thin

layer of culture medium, contained inside a petri dish. By evaluating a deposition of 111Ag within the

entire cell volume, the images of single cells were analyzed to examine the corresponding PSF.

When examining an image, a more convenient approach to characterize the PSF and its properties

involves investigating the projections of the two-dimensional distribution along the two spatial axes.

Analyzing the profiles of the image enables the extraction of relevant PSF information and enhances the

visualization of the resulting distribution. For each of the acquired images, the profiles of the central

peak along both axes (x and y) have been examined. The procedure for extracting the projected

distributions of these images follows a similar method as discussed in Section 4.4.3. The profiles are

derived by projecting the two-dimensional image along one of the axes. A range of values encompassing
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criterion. Both applied approaches estimate the resolution of the instrument in a two-dimensional

culture scenario to be approximately 0.2 mm, with slight fluctuations reaching values slightly higher

by a few tens of microns. In the case of three-dimensional culture, the impact of the distance between

the emitting cell and the detector on the resolution has been quantified. Utilizing both described

techniques, it was determined that for a cell adhering to the lower surface of the culture, the resolution

becomes 0.22 mm, while for a cell at the maximum distance from the detector, the resolution is around

0.95 mm (almost 5 times the previous value).

5.3 Protective material comparison

When analyzing the setup for future in-vitro tests, it is important to consider that hydrogel-based

cell cultures will require the introduction of a protective layer between the gelatinous material and

the upper surface of the device. This layer prevents possible contaminations and can serve several

functions that facilitate the acquisition. However, the inclusion of a protective film introduces a thick-

ness between the emitting cell and the chip, which worsens the image resolution. As the source moves

away, the detector’s surface covers a wider cross-sectional area of the emission volume, resulting in a

larger image associated with the same cellular volume. To understand how the introduction of a film

in the analyzed setup affects the resolution of the produced images and which materials may be more

suitable for the application under study, various scenarios were compared in the conducted simulation.

These considerations pertain to the three-dimensional culture scenario, where the inclusion of a pro-

tective film between the culture and the detector surface becomes fundamental. This supplementary

layer serves the primary purpose of preventing any possible contamination of the detector surface,

ensuring that no radioactive material adheres to the chip. Due to the semi-solid nature of hydrogel,

there exists a potential risk of leaving unwanted radioactive residue on the detector surface during ex-

periments involving radioactive samples. The protective film acts as a barrier that can be conveniently

replaced after an acquisition concludes, thereby ensuring the continued absence of such contamination

on the beta detector.

In order to minimize the impact on image quality, it was essential to select a protective film with the

thinnest possible thickness. Two candidate materials that can answer this request were considered

for comparison to determine their effects on the produced cell source image: mylar and polystyrene.

Both mylar and polystyrene can produce films extremely thin, down to 50 µm.

Mylar is a polyester film that is widely used in physics laboratories due to its excellent barrier prop-

erties, providing resistance to moisture, gases, and chemicals. It is available in an ”aluminized” form,

which means that the mylar film is coated with a thin layer of aluminum. The aluminum layer serves

as a shield against ambient light, preventing visible light photons from reaching the sensitive compo-

nents of instruments and interfering with measurements. On the other hand, polystyrene is a synthetic

polymer commonly used in laboratory settings, including biology laboratories. Compared to mylar,

polystyrene is a much more rigid and durable material, although less malleable. It offers good resis-

tance to chemicals and has excellent insulation properties.

In order to test and compare these materials, single-cell images produced by an individual ALPIDE

detector have been analyzed. The aim is to understand how the material thickness degrades the image

and to compare the effects of the candidate materials, i.e. mylar, aluminized mylar, and polystyrene.

For each of the obtained images, the shape and profiles of the created peak were studied to investigate

how the generated peak is affected by the materials used. In particular, the amplitudes of the pro-

jections of the images have been compared to understand how the resolution of the single-cell image

is influenced by the introduction of the film material. The projection operation was carried out with

the approach described in the previous section (summarized in Figure 5.9).

The analysis was based on a comparison of the three candidate materials (mylar, aluminized mylar,

and polystyrene) to provide a basis for the hydrogel-based culture. Each of these materials allows
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In general, aluminized mylar appears to be the most promising candidate, despite its partial atten-

uation of the produced particles. Besides being a flexible and cost-effective material for protecting

the detector’s surface, it helps shield potential noise sources related to background light. Considering

the advantages it offers and the minimal differences observed compared to other materials, the deci-

sion was made to include an aluminized mylar layer as the protective film in the Geant4 modeling.

This choice, which can be modified if future necessities arise, is thus selected for all the developed

simulations (and was included also in the previous analyses).

5.4 Impact of acquisition time and activity on image quality

In the upcoming years, the examined beta detector will be employed in in-vitro experiments to assess

the capability of the prototype radiopharmaceutical developed by ISOLPHARM to selectively deposit

in tumor regions while avoiding healthy tissue. The detector’s generated images will serve the purpose

of determining the drug’s internalization areas within the cell culture. An essential aspect to consider

when studying the potential of the instrument under development is to understand the required

acquisition time to produce high-quality images, enabling precise localization of emission volumes.

Dealing with biological sources, the acquisition time becomes a less flexible parameter as excessively

long measurement times could degrade the culture state, leading to contaminations, alterations in

metabolism, and cellular death. It is thus of interest to explore the instrument’s capacity to generate

meaningful images even under reduced acquisition times.

This investigation was carried out for both scenarios of interest for future in-vitro experiments, i.e.

two-dimensional cell cultures and hydrogel-based cultures. For each of these options, the impact of

different acquisition intervals on the visualization of the radiopharmaceutical deposit was studied,

starting from the case of traditional cell culture.

5.4.1 Two-dimensional cell culture scenario

The Geant4 tool does not allow for the direct introduction of the time variable in the developed Monte

Carlo simulations, but only the specification of the number of events to be generated. In the considered

case, this corresponds to the number of decays of the 111Ag radioisotope and, consequently, to the

number of radiopharmaceutical molecules hypothesized to have been internalized by the simulated

number of cells. To incorporate the time variable in the analysis, the expected number of decays

within a given time interval must be estimated.

The conversion from time to the expected number of decays involves knowing the number of cells

present within the culture medium to later deduce the number of 111Ag sources. This information

can be calculated as the product of two biological source characteristics: the volume in which tumor

cells are deposited and the cell density, which is the number of cells per unit volume in the culture.

Geant4 can directly provide the defined volume for modeling the culture medium or limited volumes

where cancer cells are placed. In a heterogeneous culture containing both healthy and tumor cells, the

tumor cells can exhibit different behaviors, such as aggregating in confined colonies or diffusing within

the volume of normal tissue. The prediction of their behavior is closely linked to the chosen tumor cell

line. The various patterns that tumor cells can exhibit can influence the fraction of volume occupied

by the diseased tissue. To conduct the proposed analysis, it was chosen to assume that the volume of

cancer occupies one-hundredth of the total volume available for cells, regardless of the behavior of a

specific tumor line. This choice can be adjusted in the future to achieve accurate predictions for the

specific setup used. The cell density is a variable parameter that can be established at the start of the

culture. For two-dimensional cultures, a standard value during the stationary phase can be around

107 cells/mL [119], [120]. This value is chosen as the reference density during the analysis, and it can

be modified based on future needs.
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with biological sources.

Similarly to what has already been observed, the three-dimensional culture scenario also lends itself

to the possibility of obtaining high-quality acquisitions even within very short times, allowing for the

production of an image with sufficient contrast in a matter of minutes. This result verifies that the

instrument under analysis is suitable for working with biological sources (both two-dimensional and

three-dimensional) and allows for the acquisition of activity maps in sufficiently short times.

5.5 Image production in realistic in-vitro scenario

The previous analyses have enabled the investigation and optimization of the experimental setup

planned for future in vitro experiments within the ISOLPHARM project. Information gathered

through Monte Carlo simulations has revealed the advantages and limitations of the β-imaging system,

which is being developed to produce two-dimensional activity maps for cell cultures, demonstrating

the adaptability of the project to measurement requirements.

After having tested the characteristics of the beta detector under development, it is interesting to

conduct a study of the device’s application in a comprehensive in-vitro scenario. While previous anal-

yses focused on simulating a single chip to investigate the ALPIDE’s response to the planned sources,

this study aims to analyze how the detector behaves in its final configuration (both 2 × 2 and 4 ×
2 geometries). The purpose of these tests is to provide examples of images that the device can yield

when introduced into different in-vitro experimental scenarios. By integrating the previously obtained

information, it becomes possible to analyze the maps that will be produced when an entire cell culture,

including a tumor cell line, is investigated. These images will provide concrete examples to understand

how the radioisotope deposition will be imaged by the beta detector in upcoming experiments.

To make the studied scenario as realistic as possible, the simulation replicates the conditions verifi-

able after a predetermined acquisition time. As discussed in Section 5.4, the time required to obtain

a good-quality image for each cell depends on how many radioisotope molecules are internalized by

the cancer cells. This parameter is stochastic and influences the number of 111Ag isotopes deposited,

thereby affecting the maximum number of electrons that can be produced and potentially detected

by the detector. To replicate a realistic application, it is assumed that each cell within the culture

will have a random number of drug molecules deposited, ranging between 105 and 5 × 106. Due to

this variability, the selection of the appropriate measurement time becomes arbitrary, considering the

calculated times to obtain a sufficient number of hits for each cell to be visualized (see Tables 5.1

and 5.2). For this analysis, the chosen acquisition interval is 15 minutes, a time frame that appears

reasonable for the experimental conditions that will be encountered. In addition to aligning with the

biological requirements of the cultures, the chosen time interval facilitates carrying out simulations of

relatively high computational complexity and time consumption. Incorporating numerous source cells

and a larger number of active pixels within the detector, the simulation entails intricate geometries

and dynamics, which significantly extend the computational times making it challenging to simulate

longer acquisition times.

Another important factor to consider when characterizing the cell culture used in the experiments is

the proportion of healthy and cancerous tissue. This parameter is highly arbitrary and will need ad-

justment when working with actual cultures for experiments. As previously suggested in Section 5.4,

it is assumed that the tumor cells constitute 1% of the total cell count in the studied cultures. This

choice has also been made for reasons related to the feasibility of the simulations to be conducted: the

introduction of a very high number of source volumes (along with the need to simulate a large number

of events in this case) makes Geant4 simulations extremely time-consuming. The consideration of

a tumor volume equal to 1% of the total volume allows for reducing these times while still obtaining

interesting results. This condition allows for specific results for the selected proportion but can be

further refined when more information becomes available, leading to a more accurate adjustment.
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The image clearly delineates the region corresponding to the tumor volume, exhibiting a well-contrasted

central area against the background. It is noteworthy that the center of the volume is characterized

by a high-count region, resulting from a crossfire effect between the cancer cells.

In the image, the outlines of the Petri dishes used to contain the traditional culture are immediately

noticeable. This outline can be easily explained by considering the scattering effects that particles

undergo when interacting with the lateral walls of the container instead of the air. In previous simu-

lations, this behavior was not evident due to the use of a single ALPIDE chip, resulting in a smaller

available surface area.

To understand the type of information extractable from this image (and the subsequent ones), the

region was characterized with a count threshold that effectively distinguishes it from the background,

represented by the darkest color in the colormap. The choice of threshold for eliminating counts is

arbitrary, and it was decided to consider only the region of counts that clearly stands out from the

background with fewer hits. The selected threshold zeroes all bins with a hit count lower than 10% of

the count in the most populated bin (in the case of a normalized histogram, 1). The resulting image,

with the retained area highlighted, is presented in Appendix (Figure 6.11). This operation also allows

for estimating the extent of the foreground region.

As the geometry is symmetric, the dimensions of the central area are evaluated along the two axes,

x and y. The calculation was carried out by identifying, for each of the two directions, the row or

column where the retained area had the highest number of occupied bins. The image size was thus

obtained by computing this value and converting it into spatial dimensions. The acquired data is

collected and compared with the expected values in Table 5.3.

Axis Real dimension
(mm)

Estimated
dimension
(mm)

x 3.20 3.28
y 3.20 3.30

Table 5.3: Dimensions of the foreground region (threshold equal to 10% of maximum counts) in the
image of a single tumor mass in two-dimensional culture (Figure 5.30).

The estimations appear to provide a reliable prediction of the diseased volume. Although the calculated

dimensions slightly overestimate the actual ones, this effect could be attributed to the inherent distance

between the two-dimensional culture and the detector, attributed to the petri dish container. Despite

being a relatively small intermediate thickness, this introduces image distortion due to the cone of

emission of beta particles released by the radiopharmaceutical. By considering this factor, it is possible

to conclude that the examined image not only enables the visualization of the area where the drug

is internalized but also provides a reasonably accurate estimation of the extent of this surface. This

validation ensures that any radiopharmaceutical deposits accumulating outside the tumor tissue and

in its vicinity can be detected and further studied.

The next scenario examined involves modeling a heterogeneous culture where cancer cells tend to

form individual clusters within the medium. In the considered case, a total of 10 clusters of cancer

cells distributed randomly within healthy tissue were chosen. To replicate various types of different

behaviors, the volumes in which tumor cells are located have varying sizes. The sum of these volumes

amounts to 1% of the total occupiable volume. In the simulation, cells are distributed among the

possible clusters based on a probability proportional to the volume of that region. This approach

ensures that while the various tumor regions are not deterministically filled, volumes with larger

diameters are occupied by a greater number of particles.
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Cluster
ID

Axis Real di-
mension
(mm)

Estimated
dimension
(mm)

Cluster
ID

Axis Real di-
mension
(mm)

Estimated
dimension
(mm)

1
x 3.04 2.94

6
x 0.67 0.90

y 3.04 2.83 y 0.67 0.92

2
x 2.02 2.04

7
x 0.66 0.78

y 2.02 2.10 y 0.66 0.87

3
x 1.01 1.18

8
x 0.43 0.67

y 1.01 1.20 y 0.43 0.67

4
x 0.88 1.02

9
x 0.41 0.64

y 0.88 1.02 y 0.41 0.64

5
x 0.72 0.95

10
x 0.34 0.53

y 0.72 0.90 y 0.34 0.53

Table 5.4: Dimensions of the foreground clusters (identified through DBSCAN clustering algorithm)
in the image of different artificial volumes simulated as confined tumor masses in two-dimensional
culture (Figure 5.32).

In this comparison, it is noted that the cluster sizes determined through the described process are less

accurate than those arising from emissions originating from a single tumor volume. With the exception

of larger volumes, the calculated emission volume sizes tend to overestimate the actual dimensions. In

general, this effect could result from a combination of multiple factors. On one hand, the scattering

effect of particles emitted in radioactive decay plays a role: since the detector is positioned at a defined

distance from the cellular volumes, the particles scatter against intermediate materials, broadening

the beam defined by the cell. On the other hand, it should be noted that the clustering process can be

refined using algorithms specifically designed for this purpose. In this case, one of the most commonly

employed algorithms for clustering problems has been adopted. However, the recognition process can

be optimized and enhanced for the specific challenge under investigation by embedding even more

advanced ML techniques.

Considering these observations, it is concluded that the method followed allows for the correct iden-

tification of cellular clusters and estimation of the dimensions of each recognized region. Despite the

limitations of the employed process, it is observed that the dimensional estimations obtained are nearly

always within the instrument’s resolution values, which are set at 0.2 mm.

Concluding the analysis of the two-dimensional cell culture scenario, the aim was to investigate the

type of images that can be produced using the 4 × 2 configuration of the beta detector. Implementing

this geometry proves useful for potential application in future experiments.

In terms of the image production process and characteristics of the obtained image, no differences

are noted compared to the previously analyzed configuration, i.e. the 2 × 2 configuration. For this

reason, the two images obtained by evaluating the 4 × 2 detector configuration, both for traditional

cultures where cancerous cells cluster into a single volume and for cases where they cluster into dif-

ferent volumes, are included in the Appendix. The collected images are depicted in Figure 6.12 and

6.14.

5.5.2 Three-dimensional cell culture scenario

The analysis continued by exploring the same scenarios involving tumor volumes within a realistic

hydrogel-based cell culture. Despite the advantages of three-dimensional cultures in providing an

environment more similar to in-vivo conditions, they bear the limitation of potential cell placement

within the hydrogel at a greater distance from the detector. This characteristic deteriorates the

resolution provided by the instrument and negatively affects the possibility of precise determination
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fact that cells might be positioned at distances from the detector’s surface bigger than the condition

of adherence to the lower wall of the hydrogel matrix. As previously investigated in Section 5.4 (and

shown in Figure 5.28(b)), when a cell is at the maximum distance from the device, the contrast

significantly degrades, especially if the number of decays recorded within that cell’s volume is limited.

In order to assess the feasibility of detecting the smaller clusters and determining their dimensions, a

clustering algorithm was employed. The DBSCAN algorithm was utilized to successfully identify all

10 clusters, following a methodology similar to the previously proposed one. Data preprocessing was

conducted prior to the algorithm’s application, eliminating bins with too low counts (bins that collect

a number of hits inferior to the 10% of the maximum counts per bin in the histogram). Figure 6.13

in the Appendix illustrates the identified clusters.

The final step in verifying the ability to investigate the defined clusters involves estimating their

dimensions. For each individual cluster, the previously outlined calculation is performed, yielding the

results presented in Table 5.6.

Cluster
ID

Axis Real di-
mension
(mm)

Estimated
dimension
(mm)

Cluster
ID

Axis Real di-
mension
(mm)

Estimated
dimension
(mm)

1
x 3.21 2.93

6
x 0.71 0.92

y 3.21 2.89 y 0.71 0.95

2
x 2.14 1.99

7
x 0.64 0.81

y 2.14 2.07 y 0.64 0.82

3
x 1.07 1.15

8
x 0.46 0.73

y 1.07 1.26 y 0.46 0.73

4
x 0.92 1.06

9
x 0.43 0.62

y 0.92 1.12 y 0.43 0.67

5
x 0.76 0.95

10
x 0.37 0.59

y 0.76 0.95 y 0.37 0.62

Table 5.6: Dimensions of the foreground clusters (identified through DBSCAN clustering algorithm) in
the image of different artificial volumes simulated as confined tumor masses in hydrogel-based culture
(Figure 6.13).

On average, the determined dimensions partially overestimate the actual values. Apart from account-

ing for the distortion of cluster sizes due to the distance between cells and the detector, potential

errors related to the application of the clustering algorithm need to be considered in this calculation.

Nevertheless, the employed approach enables a sufficiently precise analysis of the available image,

allowing for the identification and measurement of each defined cluster.

A brief observation can be made regarding the larger cluster. In this instance, a counter-trend is

noticeable in the determination of cluster sizes, likely linked to a limitation in accurate cluster identi-

fication. This issue could be refined by developing more sophisticated clustering algorithms designed

specifically for the examined problem.

Considering the discussed results, it can be concluded that even in a scenario involving short acquisi-

tions (15 minutes) in a three-dimensional culture, readable and analyzable images are obtained using

the performed procedure. This method enabled the accurate identification of tumor clusters of various

sizes and the determination of the dimensions of each within a range of a few tenths of a millimeter.

The analysis of the three-dimensional scenario concluded by also investigating the case of a 4 × 2

configuration for the beta detector to determine the images that can be produced. This setup allows

the utilization of a larger acquisition surface, potentially accommodating the geometries of three-

dimensional cultures or employing multiple petri flasks for traditional cultures. The images obtained
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by modeling the setup described in the previous paragraphs are presented in the Appendix (Figures

6.15 and 6.16).
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The discussed thesis work aimed to provide an initial investigation of the beta detector that will be

developed in the upcoming years for in-vitro experiments within the ISOLPHARM project. By con-

sidering a geometry that employs 4 or more ALPIDE chips in a flat setup, it is possible to obtain a

cost-effective instrument capable of capturing two-dimensional images depicting the distribution of a

radiopharmaceutical within various cell cultures. The construction of this detector aims to provide

a device that will determine the regions of radiopharmaceutical 111Ag-based internalization in the

ISOLPHARM prototype for future in-vitro experiments. This testing will verify the drug’s ability to

selectively bind to tumor cells while monitoring any potential impacts on normal tissue.

This thesis presented a preliminary investigation of the detector that will be developed in the coming

years. The instrument was modeled using Geant4 to assess its performance through Monte Carlo

simulations. Specifically, the developed simulations included a modeling of the possible types of cell

cultures to be utilized in ISOLPHARM experiments, encompassing two-dimensional traditional cul-

tures and three-dimensional hydrogel-based cultures.

The ability to replicate the instrument’s performance was investigated by comparing Geant4 simula-

tions with real data. An ALPIDE chip was employed for initial testing with this device. Measurements

with collimated laboratory sources were conducted using a dedicated DAQ system built for ALPIDE

configuration and data acquisition management. Experimental two-dimensional images were com-

pared to images produced by Monte Carlo simulations adapted to the utilized setup. This comparison

verified that the modeled detector accurately predicts the response of the real MAPS.

The tested simulation was then utilized to explore the characteristics and potential of the imaging

system under development. The detector was integrated into a setup featuring cell cultures: the de-

position of radiopharmaceutical was modeled by assuming that 111Ag decays within cellular volumes

where the drug is internalized. The Geant4-designed application allowed testing the response and

performance of the detector in a realistic context in preparation for future experiments.

The conducted analysis led to the following conclusions:

• The application of a 1 keV threshold to the beta detector can eliminate potential noise sources

and multiple hits effects, i.e. hits caused by individual particles undergoing scattering processes

within the sensitive volume, activating multiple pixels;

• The instrument’s resolution, calculated considering a point-like source consisting of a single

cell placed at a proper distance to replicate a real experimental environment, is 0.2 mm for a

two-dimensional culture scenario. The resolution varies within a range of 0.2 mm to 1 mm for

hydrogel-based culture scenarios due to the three-dimensional nature of the culture;

• Optimal acquisition times are strongly influenced by the number of drug molecules a cell can

internalize and by the sizes of clusters that tumor cells form within normal tissue. The measure-
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ment times required to visualize the distribution of clusters of sizes comparable to the instru-

ment’s resolution range from a few seconds to few minutes, demonstrating compatibility with

the requirements imposed by biological sources;

• Images generated by the detector in heterogeneous cultures, where clusters of tumor tissue coexist

with normal tissue, effectively delineate the volumes hosting radiopharmaceutical deposits. The

application of clustering algorithms facilitates automated identification and sufficiently precise

dimensional analysis of these volumes.

In conclusion, the conducted study provided a comprehensive investigation of the device under develop-

ment, confirming its suitability for the intended purpose. The designed simulations not only predicted

the detector’s performance but can also be applied for future assessments during the instrument’s

construction and in-vitro experiments.
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